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Notice to Buyers and Sellers:
The attention of Vendors and Purchasers is drawn to our revised conditions of sale. These conditions of sale form the basis of
the contract between buyer and seller. We advise all prospective purchasers to carefully read these conditions of sale before
bidding. The attention of purchasers is particularly drawn to their rights and the procedures and time limit to be completed with
in the event of complaint or dispute.

CONDITIONS OF SALE
Definitions:
“The Auctioneers’’ shall mean Goresbridge Horse Sales or any parties acting on their behalf.
"The Vendor’’ shall mean the person, partnership or corporation named in the Entry Form as Owner of the Lot provided that where
an owner is not named in the Entry Form or in the case of a partnership the person who enters the Lot for sale shall be deemed to
be the Vendor.
“The Purchaser’’ shall mean the highest bidder to whom the Lot is knocked down subject to the provisions set out herein and shall
include a person who is the vendor or member of a per vendor partnership.
“Lot’’ shall mean and include horses of all descriptions offered for sale by Goresbridge Horse Sales.
“Sales Complex’’ means any premises being permanent, temporary or otherwise used by the Auctioneers in any Sales.

**********
1.     Goresbridge Horse Sales, their servants or agents shall not accept any responsibility for injury, loss or damage suffered to

persons, animals, goods or property or howsoever arising as a result of any act, omission, default or neglect on their part or
on the part of any owners of horses and/or their agents or visitors to the Sales. They further retain the right to prohibit the entry
to their Complex of any animal which is suspected to be suffering from a contagious disease.

2.      RESERVES, BIDDING AND PRIVATE SALES:
(i)     A Lot entered in the Catalogue and advertised for sale shall not be sold by the owner before the auction of that Lot.

Should they fail to reach their reserve, vendors may negotiate privately, and in the event of a sale it must be transacted
through the Auctioneers. Anyone found not adhering to this condition of sale will be barred from all future sales.

(ii)    There may be a reserved price for any Lot and subject to such reserved price, the highest bidder shall be the Purchaser.
Should any dispute arise between two or more bidders the Auctioneers shall adjudicate on the dispute and their decision shall
be binding on all parties. At their discretion, the Auctioneers may put up the Lot in dispute for Auction and re-sale.

(iii)   The Auctioneers reserve the following rights:
        [a] To refuse without reason the bidding of any person;
        [b] To bid on their own behalf up to the reserve price; and
        [c] To withdraw the Lot from sale at any time before it has been knocked down without disclosing the reserved price.
A Vendor shall not bid or allow anyone else to bid on his behalf for any Lot owned by him except in cases where such Lot is being
sold on the dissolution of a partnership.
(iv)   Any Lot in the Auctioneers Sales Complex for the purposes of sale or otherwise shall be there at the Vendor’s risk provided,

however, that where such Lot has been sold it shall be at the Purchaser’s risk from the fall of the hammer or time of sale if sold
privately. In the event that the purchasers exercises the right of re-examination in accordance with Condition Number 4 sub-
section (iii) hereunder, the Lot shall remain at the Vendor’s risk until such re-examination has been completed. The Auctioneer
shall not be liable for loss, damage or injury caused by a Lot or to a Lot while on their Sales Complex whether by disease,
accident or otherwise howsoever arising and whether to a person in charge of such a Lot or to any third party. Any Lot
purchased shall be removed from the Sales Complex not later than 24 hours after the date of the purchase and at the
Purchaser’s expense. The Auctioneers shall bear no responsibility for the maintenance, upkeep or well being of any Lot.

(v)    If a Lot is purchased and not paid for, the Auctioneers shall be entitled to retain the Lot until payment is received and in respect
of the period of such retention, the Auctioneers shall have a lien upon the Lot for all expenses including freight incurred by
them or any Agent acting on their behalf in keeping, maintaining, training, treating or otherwise dealing with the Lot during such
period of retention and such lien shall not be lost by reason of the fact that the Lot is kept by them or their Agents elsewhere
than in their Sales Complex. A Lot shall not be delivered to a Purchaser until the expenses mentioned have been discharged
in addition to the purchase price. Should the Purchaser fail to pay for a Lot, the Auctioneers in their absolute discretion may at
any time re-sell the Lot by Public Auction or Private Sale and the deficiency (if any) resulting from such re-sale shall immediately
be made good by the defaulting purchaser and in default of a payment it shall be recoverable from the Purchaser as liquidated
damages. The Auctioneers or the Vendor of a Lot shall be at liberty to pursue all legal remedies available to them against a
defaulting Purchaser to recover the purchase price or any deficiency therein arising from the default.

(vi)   No undertaking by the Auctioneers, their servants or agents to take charge of a Lot previous to or after a sale or to 
forward such Lot to a destination shall be held to impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate any of the
foregoing  Conditions. Any person engaged to bring and take away a Lot shall do so at the cost and risks in all respects of 
the owners of such Lot.

3.      DESCRIPTIONS OF A LOT AND STABLE VICES:
(i)     The Auctioneers shall not be liable or responsible for the accuracy of any information set out in the Catalogue or announced

from the Rostrum concerning a Lot listed for sale or for any description, pedigree or warranty expressed or implied on its behalf
such information being supplied by the Vendor who alone is responsible for its accuracy. The Vendor shall at all times indemnify
the Auctioneers in respect of such information supplied. A Lot listed in the Catalogue is sold with its Engagements, Pregnancy
Status and/or Produce Record as listed therein or announced from the Rostrum at the time of sale such information being as
presented by the Vendor. The Auctioneers will endeavour to have all Catalogue information correctly stated, but the Vendor is
responsible for the correction of any error or omission. It shall be the duty of the Vendor to ensure that the Lot is properly
described as set out in the Catalogue. In the event of any dispute as to the description or information of a Lot, the Purchaser’s
remedy shall be against the Vendor and the Vendor’s remedy shall be against the Purchaser and the Auctioneers who act as
Agents between Vendor and Purchaser shall not be liable as a party in any action or dispute that might arise between the parties.

(ii)    Subject to the right of re-examination in accordance with Condition 4 (iii) hereunder a lot is sold either at the fall of the hammer
or where a lot is not sold in the ring at the time of subsequent private agreement. These Conditions of Sale provide the basis
for the contract between Vendor and Purchaser. Where veterinary examination is requested and the lot successfully passes
such re-examination procedure the sale is concluded at that time subject to the following important conditions.

        [a] Any Lot which is a habitual wind-sucker, weaver or box walker or has been unnerved or has been tubed or otherwise
operated on for unsoundness in wind or has shown any evidence of sweet itch and is not so described is returnable in
accordance with Condition 3 (iii) hereof.

        [b] Any Lot described at the time of sale as a Colt and does not at such time have two testes descended to the scrotum or is
described at the time of sale as a gelding and is at such time a colt or rig is returnable in accordance with Condition 3 (iii) hereof.

Continued inside back cover  �



GORESBRIDGE HORSE SALES
Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny, Ireland R95 X2KE
Tel.: 059-9775145 (Outside Ireland +353 59 9775145)

E-mail: info@goresbridge.com Website: www.goresbridge.com
PSRA Licence No. 004629

2-DAY SPORT HORSE
PERFORMANCE SALE
of Showjumpers, Hunters, Riding Horses, Ridden Irish
Draughts, Potential Eventers, Potential Showjumpers,

Potential Dressage Horses, Potential Show Horses, Broken
and Unbroken 4-year-olds, 3-year-olds and Jumping Ponies

May 8th & 9th 2024

The Source
of Champions

Performance at 9.30 a.m. Sale at 10.30 a.m.
(in strict numerical order)



• October 10th, 11th & 12th

GORESBRIDGE SELECT SALE

• October 7th
At The Sales Complex, Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny

Selection and Video Days:
August 22nd & 23rd

at The Sales Complex, Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny

SUPREME SALE OF SHOWJUMPING FOALS
• August 31st

At Barnadown, Gorey, Co. Wexford
In conjunction with The Irish Breeders Classic

Selection and Video Day:  July 22nd
at The Sales Complex, Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny

SPORT HORSE PERFORMANCE SALES
of Showjumpers, Hunters, Riding Horses, Potential Eventers, Potential

Showjumpers, Potential Dressage Horses, Potential Show Horses,
Broken and Unbroken 4-Year-Olds, 3-Year-Olds and Jumping Ponies

of 3-Year-Old Showjumpers and Eventers

GORESBRIDGE GO FOR GOLD SALE
For 3, 4, 5 and 6-Year-Old Eventer Horses

• November 11th, 12th & 13th
At Barnadown, Gorey, Co. Wexford

• July 2nd, 3rd & 4th
• September 4th, 5th, 6th,

9th, 10th & 11th

• October 22nd, 23rd & 24th
• December 6th

Goresbridge
HORSE SALES IRELAND
2024 Sales Dates

(All dates subject to slight alteration)

Selection of 3-Year-Olds at The Sales Complex, Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny
August 6th, 7th, 27th & 28th

Selection of 4-Year-Olds and Upwards at Barnadown, Gorey, Co. Wexford
August 20th & 21st

BROODMARES, FOAL AND YEARLING SALE
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Goresbridge have introduced a new online viewing gallery whereby potential
customers of the sales can view a selection of photographs and video footage

of their prospective purchases online, in advance of the sale.

Simply click on the GALLERY button
on the Sport Horse Sales homepage

www.goresbridge.com 

The Online Gallery will be available to view from

Thursday, 2nd May

Online Photo and Video Gallery

Online and Telephone
Bidding

Goresbridge will be offering
ONLINE and TELEPHONE BIDDING for

purchasers who are unable to attend the Sale

Potential purchasers must register their
intention to bid prior to the Sale

(pre-approval required for online bidding)

For details contact the sales office at
info@goresbridge.com

or  phone +353 59 9775145
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VETTING PROCEDURES
*ALL VENDORS MUST DIRECTLY CONTACT A VETERINARY PANEL MEMBER 
NO LATER THAN 14 DAYS PRIOR TO SALE TO ARRANGE EXAMINATION* (Please
note this does not mean your animal will be examined 21 days prior to sale.)

Failure to do so may result in your entry being excluded from the sale.
All animals offered for this sale must be accompanied by a Veterinary Certificate
from a member of the Veterinary Panel, appointed by Goresbridge Horse Sales (no
other veterinary certificate will be accepted).

VETERINARY PANEL MEMBERS

 
     

 
Mr. J. E. Browne 
Borovalley Equine Clinic, 
Ballybrittas, 
Bree, 
Co. Wexford. 
Tel:  053 - 9247849 
 

Mr. W. Connors 
Springmount, 
Dungarvan, 
Co. Waterford. 
Tel: 058 - 42026 
 
 

Mrs. R. Devereux 
Wexford Equine 
Veterinary Practice, 
The Plud, Tomhaggard, 
Bridgetown,  
Co. Wexford. 
Mob: 087 - 9905397 
 

Mr. H. Dillon 
Troytown Equine Centre, 
Green Road, 
Kildare Town, 
Co. Kildare. 
R51 YV04 
Tel: 045 - 521686 
 

Ms. F. Dolly 
Ballybrown Equine Clinic, 
Ballybrown, 
Clarina,  
Co. Limerick. 
Mob: 083 - 1182888 
Tel: 061 - 353296 
 

Miss V. Giovannetti 
Viviana Equine Vet, 
Rinnaseer, 
Islandeady,  
Castlebar, 
Co. Mayo F23 DV70. 
Mob: 087 - 2991965 

Mr. J. Halley 
Fethard Equine Hospital, 
Fethard, 
Clonmel, 
Co Tipperary. 
Tel: 052 - 9156353 
 

Mr. L. Hassett 
Roseville Vet Clinic 
Ennis Road, 
Newmarket-On-Fergus, 
Co. Clare. 
Tel: 061 - 368536 
Mob: 087 - 2584583 
 

Mr. P.J. Hassett 
Parkview House, 
Moyreisk, 
Quin,  
Co. Clare. 
Tel: 065 - 6840555 

Mr. J. Hyde 
Tower Equine Hospital, 
Caherlag, 
Glanmire, 
Co. Cork. 
Tel: 021 - 4353358 

Mr. M. P. Keane  
Equine Vet Practice, 
Barraderry, 
Kiltegan, 
Co. Wicklow. 
Mob: 087 - 8188441 
 

Mr. C. Kennedy 
Rathoath Vet. Clinic 
Rathoath, 
Co. Meath. 
Tel: 01 - 8256213 
Mob: 087 - 2536486 
 

Mr. D. McDonnell, 
Longford Animal  
    Health Centre, 
Cooleeny, Shroid, 
Co. Longford. 
Tel: 043 - 3346716 
Mob: 086 - 2668822 
 

Mr. C. O’Brien 
Blackwater Vet Clinic, 
Mallow, 
Co. Cork. 
Tel: 022 - 22340 
Mob: 086 - 2510498 
 

Mr. J. O’Doherty 
Lisnagh, 
Carnew Road, 
Gorey,  
Co. Wexford. 
Tel: 053 - 9421724 
 

Mr. M. O’Donoghue 
2 Hillview, 
Ballinderry, 
Mullingar, 
Co. Westmeath. 
Tel: 044 - 9348142 
 

Mr. E. O’Flynn 
Rinnwood House, 
Oranmore, 
Co. Galway. 
Tel: 091 - 794836 
Mob: 087 - 6394444 
 

Ms. L. O’Gorman 
G.M. O’Gorman Veterinary 
    Practice, 
McCurtain Street, 
Clones, 
Co. Monaghan. 
Tel: 047 - 51037 
Mob: 087 - 6372997 
 

Mr. M. V. O’Gorman 
Ballypatrick, 
Clonmel, 
Co. Tipperary. 
Tel: 052 - 6133178 
Mob: 087 - 2562649 

Mr. P. O’Hanlon 
Laburnum Lodge, 
Abbeyleix, 
Co. Laois. 
Tel: 057 - 8731241 
 
 

Mr. S. Ryan 
Kilcash Equine Clinic, 
Kilcash, 
Clonmel, 
Co. Tipperary. 
Mob: 087 - 2805991 
 
Mr. J. Tempany 
Tiereragh Vet. Clinic, 
Dromore West, 
Co. Sligo. 
Tel: 096 - 47455 
Mob: 087 - 2596557 
 
 
  
 

Mr. E. Smith 
O’Reilly & Fee, 
100 Cathedral Road, 
Armagh BT61 8AE. 
Tel: +44 7814 034 449  
 
 
Mr. W. Toomey 
Duagh House, 
Tramore Rd., 
Waterford. 
Tel: 059 - 9722677 
Mob: 087 - 6919912 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. H. Suffern 
Tullyraine Equine Clinic, 
37 Quarry Road, 
Banbridge,  
Co. Down BT323TW 
Tel: 048 - 40624566 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. J. O’Sullivan  
Clinic na gCapall, 
Old Leighlin, 
Co Carlow. 
Tel: 059 - 9722677  
Mob: 087 - 2662724   
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Special Notices to
Vendors and Purchasers
* All animals offered for sale must now be accompanied by a

Veterinary Certificate from a member of the Goresbridge
Veterinary Panel (no other veterinary certificate will be
accepted). Vendors must directly contact a panel member not
later than 14 days prior to Sale to arrange examination.

* All entries will be jumped in strict numerical order,
commencing at 9.30 a.m. sharp.

* Strictly no substitution of entries.

* All unsold animals must be removed from the Sales Complex
as stables are required for next day’s sale.

* Withdrawn lots should be made known to the Auctioneers.

* The purchaser of all Lots will have the right, within 30 minutes
of the fall of the hammer, to request a blood analysis, to detect
pain killing, anti-flammatory or performance altering drugs. If
the result is positive the animal is returned and the Vendor
shall be barred from all future performance sales.

* Random blood samples will be taken from entries on each day
of sale to detect pain killing anti-inflammatory or performance
altering drugs. If the result is proved positive the Vendor shall
be barred from all future sales.
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Payments

Card Payments
The following cards are accepted:

American Express, Mastercard, Visa, Maestro 
and Laser Debit Cards

Administration fee of 2% on all Debit or Credit cards.

Bank Transfer
Payment by Bank Transfer will be accepted.

Cash Payments
Euro cash and sterling cash will be accepted.



D O N O H O E P R O P E R T I E S . C O M

PSRA LICENCE 003789

E  info@donohoeproperties.com    T  +353 56 777 0400

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Taulaght House
on c.12 acres

Saltmills, Co. Wexford, Ireland

A charming country residence with excellent equestrian facilities
and positioned within a stunning setting overlooking Bannow Bay.
For further information please contact Ed Donohoe: 087 257 7711



 

Are you thinking of 
SELLING or RENTING? 

If so, contact  
Ed Donohoe S.C.S.I. 

056 777 0400 
087 25 777 11  

info@donohoeproperties.com 
 

DONOHOEPROPERTIES.COM 
 

Butler Court, Patrick St., Kilkenny. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                          
 
 
 
 

* Auctioneers 
 

* Valuers 
 

* Estate Agents 
 

* Property Consultants 
 

Licence No: 2218 
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Standing at Redinagh Stud for 2024

Boscaccio
Fully H.S.I.approved

A Group 2 winning son of Mount Nelson

Dam Bianca De Medici is from the same family
as Treve

Available to TB and non-TB mares

Height: 171cms
Bone: 23cms

Phone:  087-9301873

Redinagh Stud, Killurin, Co. Wexford
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Based in County Carlow, Southern Ireland, George Mullins Transport  
was established in 1988 and is known as one of the largest and most 

reliable Horse Transporters in Ireland and the UK.

 Our fleet includes - six 12 stall boxes, one 7 stall box, four 2 stall boxes
All of our Lorries have CCTV and temperature control as standard. 

We provide 24 hour satellite vehicle tracking for each load. 

Each truck is disinfected and hot-washed after every trip. 

Top class Lairage facilities, 20 stables, loading bay, horse walker  
and main office under one roof.

 All vehicles have Department of Agriculture approved certs. 

All our trucks, Scania, Volvo and Renault are serviced by main dealers. 

Daily trips to UK. Twice weekly trips to Europe.

 All Export and Import documentation taken care of.

 Highly experienced Drivers and Grooms. 

Reps at all Sales.

GEORGE MULLINS INTERNATIONAL HORSE TRANSPORT

Closutton, Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow. 

 
Email: george@gmullins.ie • www.georgemullins.ie

         

Office: +353 59 9721994 • Mobile: +353 87 4497744 (Mel) or +44 7785 918 471 (Martin)
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Lusk Transport Ltd
IRELAND – UK – EUROPE

� Transporting to UK and Europe for over 50 years.

� Regular trips at competitive prices.

� Caring transport with in-transit CCTV monitoring.

� All documentation arranged.

� Fully licensed and approved.

Mobile:

00 44 7836 700996 / 00 44 7876 358835

48 KNOCKANY ROAD, LISBURN,
CO. ANTRIM BT27 6YB

Tel: (+4428) 926 38407
Fax: (+4428) 926 38981

E-mail:
transport@luskhorsesireland.com

Visit our website:
www.luskhorsesireland.com
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PONIES

1. Property of Ms. G. Fennelly.                           (Stable 1)
KILNASPIC BOONE reg. brown geld. 15 yrs. about 13.3h. Broken and riding very
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Rider outgrown.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very nice pony that has hunted for several
seasons, hunter trialed and pony clubbed. Rider has graduated to horses. Excellent
temperament. 

2. Property of Mr. P. Moore.                                (Stable 2)
PENUMBRIA GLAMBOY reg. palomino geld. 8 yrs. about 14.2h. by DULASAU
MOONLIGHT GIGOLO dam PRINCESS TANSY by TYREOS LORD JIM. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with The Killinick Harriers. He is honest and
straightforward. Loves his job and always willing to please. 

3. Property of Mr. D. Ryan.                                 (Stable 3)
Reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 15.1h. by KNOCKFERRY CHEEKY BOOTS dam
KILMOYE KATE. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging exceptionally
well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Exceptional quality pony.
Dam Kilmoy Kate was a grade A showjumping pony before retirement. 

4. Property of Mr. M. McGrath.                          (Stable 4)
ARD KEEL LOVELY reg. black filly 4 yrs. about 14.3h. Broken and riding very well.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. A lovely pleasant
pony that is easy in every way. Has done a little hunting. 

5. Property of Mrs. G. Geraghty.                         (Stable 5)
Reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 1.48m by GWENNIC DE GOARIVA dam CHURCHFIELD
DIAMOND (ISH) by ROCKRIMMON SILVER DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. 
Just broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. This is a lovely
good natured pony, very easy around the yard, always handled by children. Good 
to hack out alone and in company. Good in traffic and used to farm machinery. 
Good to clip, load and farrier. He is a lovely mover with the potential to excel in any
chosen discipline. 

Wednesday, 8th May 2024
Performance at 9.30 a.m. sharp in strict numerical order.

Sale at 10.30 a.m. sharp in strict numerical order.

DAY 1



6. Property of Mrs. P. Howley.                            (Stable 6)
ROSNAKILL ZORRO reg. black geld. 5 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Lovely blood pony with excellent temperament. Has
approx 30 SJI points won to date. Competing up to 1metre at present with loads of
ability to continue to go up the heights. Has been out cross country training. Blackie
is a real prospect for the 148 6/7yo classes, he’s brave and careful. We have Blackie
out competing with a 12yo boy. 

7. Property of Ms. S. & N. Honner.                     (Stable 7)
DANESFORT JOEY reg. roan geld. 16 yrs. about 1.24m. Competed at training
shows. Evented. Vacc’d. against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown. Quiet 

to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Joey is a beloved pony that has been used 
by our 3 heartbroken kids over the past 8 yrs. He has competed at pony club 
events inc. pony camp, pony games, SJ, DR, HT, charity rides and hunted etc. 
Good with traffic and lives on a busy farm. He has recently been wormed, teeth done
and shod. He is enthusiastic and especially loves to jump 70s so he would need a
capable rider. 

8. Property of Mrs. S. Bates.                               (Stable 8)
ROSE MARY reg. grey mare 6 yrs. about 14.1h. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Pony Clubbed. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to 
shoe, box and in traffic. Nice forward going pony. Has done pony camp and pony 
club rallies. Schooled cross country and has been to training shows. Rider has lost
interest, hence sale. 

9. Property of Mrs. M. Kelly.                               (Stable 9)
BELGROVE SONNY reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Sonny has hunted for the season with Killinick
and Bray Harriers. Has schooled a cross country course and jumping a set of fences.
Currently being ridden at home by a 15 year old boy and 9 year old girl. Easy to do
anything with, good on the road and around farm machinery. 

10. Property of Mr. G. Curtin.                               (Stable 10)
BALLYKNOCK BEAUTY reg. blue and white mare 5 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and
riding very well. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Gorgeous mare, real head turner. Hacks out alone and in company, coming from a
farmyard enviroment. Would make a lovely mother/daughter share. 

11. Property of Mr. T. Moroney.                            (Stable 11)
FRANCESCO reg. dun geld 3 yrs. about 1.48m by GRANGE JASPER dam HAZEL’S
BEAUTY by KIPPURE ALKATRAZ. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Winner of the
Young 1,2 and 3 year old registered Connemara Ponies section at last August
Tinahely Show. This pony is likely to make a top sport performer. 

12. Property of Ms. B. O’Brien.                             (Stable 12)
BRAMBLE COTTAGE PEARLIE GIRL reg. palomino filly 4 yrs. about 14.2h.
Breeding Not Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
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13. Property of Mr. P. McEneaney.                       (Stable 13)
LITTLE GUNNER reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 1.48m by CMS GUNFIRE dam
UNNAMED by SHANTOU. Breeding Not Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Quiet
to box. Driving in long reins and should be backed by time of sale. Has a great
temperament. Straight and correct mover. Is showing good promise for showjumping
and eventing. No vices. 

14. Property of Mrs. N. Kelleher.                          (Stable 14)
CANDY PETROL reg. black mare 7 yrs. about 14.2h. by SLIGO CANDY BOY dam
MALT PATROL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Has 7 SJI points won to
date. SJI measured January 2024. Has jumped up to 90cm, but has schooled over
bigger tracks. A pony with a lot of scope that can go far. Brave pony that jumps
anything. Nice temperament and a well mannered pony. Will be a good pony to
produce for the future. Rides well and balanced on the flat, does leg changes. Easy
pony to handle. A quality pony that does not come around to often. Also been schooled
cross country. 

15. Property of Mr. M. Bingham.                          (Stable 15)
FLASH reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding very well. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. An eye catching gelding
with superb movement and jump. Easy and versatile and has potential to excel in
any equestrian sphere. Has jumped clear rounds at a number of training shows up
to 90cm. Schooled over cross country. Hacks out alone and in company. No vices. 

16. Property of Mr. J. Holohan.                            (Stable 16)
ARABELLA reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 1.48m. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. Broken last year and let off to mature. Schooled over cross country. Lovely
flatwork, will make a top class event/working hunter pony with the right production.
Not suitable for a novice or nervous child due to age and current stage of education. 

17. Property of Birr Equestrian Centre Ltd.       (Stable 17)
FREDDIE reg. chestnut geld 16 yrs. about 12.2h. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Rider outgrown. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Genuine child’s pony. Easy to do in every way.
Has been used in a riding school for all levels of rider. Will ride out alone or in
company. No vices. 

18. Property of Ms. F. Donohue.                           (Stable 18)
RYAN DEXTER PADDY reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 1.43m by LOUGH MELVIN
GORTEEN dam RYAN LADY W by WINDYS BOY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic. Hunted with The East Galway Foxhounds on 2 occasions for 1
season. Beautiful Connemara N/N. Ticks all the boxes. Has excellent flatwork. Has
hunted, pony clubbed and attended a working hunter clinic and a showjumping
league with an 11 year old girl. Ready for show season. W.H Connemara and M&M.
Good with children.

19. Property of Ms. L. Harper.                              (Stable 19)
WR GUCCI reg. grey geld. 8 yrs. about 12.2h. Broken and riding very well. Competed
at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Rider outgrown. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride.
Gucci rides very well on the flat and has been used mainly at pony club level and
only recently began SJI competition. He has a life time measurement, lots of scope
and is ready for his next rider to bring him up the ranks.
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20. Property of Miss. A. Bailey.                             (Stable 20)
FLASHY PATCHY reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding. Competed
at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Quiet and genuine pony and has hunted on 2 occasions by a 15 yo girl with the
Carlow Farmers this season. Has been schooled cross country and pops around a
course of fences. Ready to go on.

21. Property of Mr. M. Curran.                             (Stable 21)
CLONGOWNEY DREAM reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Bloody pony with
all the attributes to make a showjumping/event pony. Careful jumper with a lovely
temperament. Has cross country schooled and hunted on 2 occasions.

22. Property of Ms. C. Brannigan.                        (Stable 22)
CARRAUN LIL reg. grey filly 12 yrs. about 12.2h. by MARTAN PHAIDIN NHOIR.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Pony Clubbed. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. 564 SJI Points won to
date. Life measurement. She has brought my daughter from nervous jumping 70cms
to jumping 105cms. Super canter. Not spooky. Scope to burn. Covers ground really
well. She has accrued almost 500 points in 2 years. Not suitable for a begineer. 

23. Property of Mr. G. Mullins.                             (Stable 23)
DUN THAT WELL reg. dun filly 4 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Loveyl pony. Super jumper. Measured and registerd with SJI.

24. Property of Mr. N. Redmond.                          (Stable 24)
DANDY reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 1.48m by MAECON BOY dam RIVERSTOWN
QUEEN by COMMANDING HERO. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Dandy is a super attractive all-rounder pony. Has schooled show
jumping and cross country. Has been to training shows and combined training. Full
Connemara with all class one breeding. N/N for hoof wall. Hacks out alone or with
company. Will mkae a top eventing pony.

25. Property of Mr. M. McGrath.                          (Stable 25)
CONNIES WAY reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 14.1h. Broken and riding very well.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Plesant and
friendly mare. Hunted a few times. Nice and easy in every way.

26. Property of Ms. D. Flavin.                               (Stable 26)
BLOND WIDOW reg. dun filly 4 yrs. about 1.48m by LOUGH MELVIN PADDY dam
KATY’S SECRET by MAC’S LAD. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Blondie is a super attractive pony with all the attributes to make a top pony eventer.
She rides lovely on the flat with 3 balanced paces and has been schooled show
jumping and cross country with a bold brave attitude towards her work. Has
competed at training shows and combined training. A very smart pony for the future.

27. Property of Miss. R. Hempenstall.                 (Stable 27)
HFS BLACK PEARL reg. black mare 7 yrs. about 12.2h. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown. Quiet
to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Would do well in show classes. Has been used in lead rein
classes in a riding school. Forward but controllable off the lead. Pops a small course of
fences. Will stand all day to be groomed by kids. Easy pony to handle and work with.
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28. Property of Miss. A. Irwin.                              (Stable 28)
ADDRIGOOLE BORIS reg. grey geld. 6 yrs. about 14.2h. by GLENCARRIG PRINCE
dam ADDRIGOOLE SPARROW by MAC OWEN. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Connemara Gelding. Hunted a full season with The Donegal
Harriers. Has competed in working hunter classes and unaffiliated showjumping.

29. Property of Mr. S. Dooley.                               (Stable 29)
BELLA reg. black filly 4 yrs. about 13.2h. Broken and riding very well. Competed at
training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet
to shoe, ride and in traffic. Has done plenty of showjumping and cross country. 

30. Property of Mr. P. Howley.                              (Stable 30)
CAREENS BONNIE reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Unregistered connemara, super model with lovely
paces. Lily rides extremely well with a great temperament and always willing to
please. She has been out competing in training shows and cross country training. A
superb all round pony. 

31. Property of Mr. P. Gormley.                             (Stable 31)
HOLYWELL STAR reg. grey geld. 5 yrs. about 13.2h. Broken and riding very well.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Super athletic pony with a great attitude.
Has hunted and done training shows. Will make top event or show jumping pony.

32. Property of Miss. A. Ryan.                              (Stable 32)
SPIRIT reg. skewbald geld 6 yrs. about 13.1h. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Schooled over cross country.
Is brave with a good careful scopey jump. A lovely pony for the future. 

33. Property of Mr. C. Ward.                                 (Stable 33)
HONKY TONK BLUE reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 1.48m by BLACK SHADOW.
Breeding Not Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at
training shows. Lovely type of a pony with a great step and canter, is showing good
promise over a course of fencces. Has hunted on several occasions this year. Is very
brave and willing to learn. Ready to be brought on further. 

34. Property of Ms. P. Jackman.                           (Stable 34)
KILCONNEL IOWA reg. black geld. 6 yrs. about 1.38m. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Competed at training shows. Has done some light hunting and fun rides.
Schooled around small coloured pole course. Has never said no to anything asked of
him. Someone will have a great fun on this guy. Ready for his next venture. Suitable
as a second pony.

35. Property of Mrs. C. Lewis.                              (Stable 35)
IVEAGH LEAGUE reg. grey mare 10 yrs. about 13.2h. by UNKNOWN dam CARN
RACHEL MANOR by FERDIA. Breeding Not Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Perfects childs pony in company. Jumps well at 70’s and 80’s. Has pony clubbed and
participated in local ride outs.

36. Property of Mr. W. McGrath.                          (Stable 36)
KILMOYLAN CLOVER reg. piebald geld 6 yrs. about 14.2h. Broken and riding. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
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37. Property of Mr. K. Flynn.                                (Stable 37)
HDI REPUBLICAN reg. chestnut filly 4 yrs. about 1.48h. by DEMOCRAT dam
ARKLE HEATHER by CRUISE ON. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Correct
athletic scopey pony with a lovely attitude. Beautifully bred. Half sister to 
HDI Restless 6yo with 180prs jumping 120. Should make a top class jumper or
eventing pony.

38. Property of Mr. I. Hannon.                             (Stable 38)
SUGAR 2 reg. skewbald mare 8 yrs. about 1.25m. Broken and riding very well.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. 32
SJI points won to date. We have had her for the past 2 years and bought her from a
riding school. Has brought my 8 yo son around the 50cms and 60cms and is now
jumping 70cms on her. She is the perfect pony at the shows, stands, queues and goes
in and jumps her class. They hunted for the winter together andwas excellent, steady
and good with the other horses and hounds. Hacks out alone or in company

39. Property of Mr. M. Curran.                             (Stable 39)
CASTLEVIEW LILY reg. grey mare 6 yrs. about 14.2h. by BALLYGREEK DIXIE
dam KNOCKJAMES BEAUTY by BALLAGH REBEL. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Smart looking pony. Connemara x Ish. She has done a
bit of everything and proved to be a very genuine pony. Ready to excel in any
equestrian sphere.

40. Property of Ms. J. Byrne.                                (Stable 40)
CANDY reg. black mare 7 yrs. about 1.48m by SLIGO CANDY BOY dam VESSE.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Has competed successfully up 
to 1.10m.

41. Property of Miss. C. Gaffey.                            (Stable 41)
MOYDRUMS CLAIR DE LUNE reg. dun mare 5 yrs. about 1.36m by GWENNICK
DE GOURIVA. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Not an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Has hunted and
competed at shows with 9 SJI points to date. Homebred by Gwennick De Goariva.
Breeding is not recorded. Forward going pony and not a begineers ride. Easy to
handle. Will go far in the right hands.

42. Property of Ms. C. O’Reilly.                             (Stable 42)
Reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 14.2h. by OLD TOWN KC dam NELLIE DOVE by
FLEMENSFIRTH. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet
to shoe and box. Lovely pony with a great step and jump, HH. Very blood by the 160
Cruising Stallion Old Town KC.

43. Property of Mr. D. Byrne.                                (Stable 43)
CASTLE ELLIS HAZEY reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 13.1h. Just broken and riding.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to box and in
traffic. Hazey is a very sweet pony. Proving to love jumping and showing lots of scope
over poles. Was lightly broken and hacked at the start of the year and then given
time off to mature. She will make a great showjumping pony in time.
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44. Property of Mr. P. Flynn.                                 (Stable 44)
HHO SARAH reg. black mare 15 yrs. about 13.2h. Broken and riding. Pony Clubbed.
Evented. Rider outgrown. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and
in traffic. Very quiet.

45. Property of Miss. A. Irwin.                              (Stable 45)
KILMOYLAN BENNY reg. black geld. 6 yrs. about 14h. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Has hunted and competed in working hunter and cob classes at local.
Super family pony.

46. Property of Mr. M. McGrath.                          (Stable 46)
COAGA MAISIE reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 14.3h. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. A nice quiet easy mare in every way. Pleasant and friendly. Hunted
and show jumped. Plenty of mileage onboard.

47. Property of Ms. D. Flavin.                               (Stable 47)
BALLYERK PAULO reg. grey geld. 6 yrs. about 1.38m by BALLYBEG JJ dam
BALLYERK HES by CLONFORT BOY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. Paulo is lovely attractive pony, rides nicely on the flat with 3 balanced paces.
Has been schooled show jumping and cross country, proving brave and honest. Has
been to training shows. Will make a super competitive pony club pony with his great
brain and easy attitude.

5-YEAR-OLDS & UPWARDS

48. Property of Mr. M. Dwyer.                              (Stable 48)
POLLY POCKETS BEECHGROVE reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 15h. by CORPORAL
VDL dam PRECIOUS DEAL by BOHERDEAL CLOVER. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Measured in as
14.2hh but has been growing so would be 15hh. Broken as a yo but taken slowly. Has
been out for hacks and schooled in the arena on the flat and jumping her over small
fences. This mare has serious scope and needs a rider that has time to bring her on.
Polly is still a bit green and sometimes a little nervous but she is very sweet.

49. Property of Mrs. C. Cuffe.                               (Stable 49)
ONE AND ONLY TN reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.0h. by ELDORADO VD ZESHOEK
dam VALEIRE by CARTHAGO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip and ride. Very nice gelding. He has competed in a number of showjumping
shows in 2023 as a 4yr old and progressed very well during the year. Rides in a snaffle
mouth with no kinks. Has a great attitude and a careful method of jumping. This
gelding has been produced to a very high standard. 



50. Property of Mr. D. Collins.                              (Stable 50)
RODGERSIA reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 15.3h. by RAMIRO B dam RAETIHI by
WIZARD KING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at
training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Cross country schooled. Clear 1m showjumping rounds. Full brother
Go For Gold sales topper. 

51. Property of Mr. O. Horan.                               (Stable 51)
CANTURO LUI reg. bay geld. 8 yrs. about 16.2h. by CANTURO dam LISSYEGAN
BAY QUEEN by LUIDAM. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Gelded July
2023. Has been jumping at training shows since. Guarenteed an easy ride. Very
genuine horse in every way.

52. Property of Mr. P. Mellett.                              (Stable 52)
PROSPECT COCO reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 15.2h. by CAPPA EMPEROR dam
CAPPA RUBY by CAPPA COCHAISE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Hunter trialled. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Coco is a full Irish
Draught. He has hunted this season with the North Galway Foxhounds. He has also
whipped in.. He loves hunting and will cross any ground. He has also done hunter
trials. He is measured for this year so will make a lovely small horse working hunter
or for intermediate classes. Lovely mover.

53. Property of Mrs. M. O’Gorman.                      (Stable 53)
WOLF GOLD RUSH reg. chestnut geld. 5 yrs. about 16.3h. by GLENHILL GOLD dam
SIX HILLS SAPPHIRE by BRILLIANT LAD. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Evented. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Quiet to box and ride. This horse has exceptional movement, scope and blood. His
mother was a 4* event mare and his father was also a 4* event horse. He’s got all the
talent and temperament to go to the top. Produced slowly with the future in mind.
Been out to training showjumping eventing shows. Very promising young horse. 

54. Property of Mr. T. Burke.                                (Stable 54)
JVK TWILIGHT reg. grey mare 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by HARLEQUIN DU CAREL
dam FRIARSTOWN PRINCESS by GILDAWN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, and in traffic. By
Harlequin Du Carel, sire of top international showjumpers and eventers. Has hunted
with North Mayo Harriers. Super movement and jump with potential to make a top
class event horse. Bred two foals. Not suitable for novice. 

55. Property of Mr. P. Sweeney.                            (Stable 55)
TINLOUGH FIFTY reg. black geld. 7 yrs. about 16.1h. by GLOSTER SPIRITUS dam
CASUAL BREEZE by PRESCOTTS DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Hunter trialled. Quiet to shoe, box and in traffic. Very striking full ID gelding.
Hunted two seasons with the Laois Hunt. Schooled well cross country. Forward type
with a bold jump. 

56. Property of Mr. O. Ward.                                 (Stable 56)
ARDRAGH BLACK KNIGHT reg. black geld. 6 yrs. about 17.0h. by CORMINT dam
CSF PIPPA by KANNAN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has 21 SJI points won to date. A quality horse with
a lot of scope and a super step. Dam is by Kannan X Heartbreaker. Has jumped SJI to
120. Very honest with a lovely temperament. Will excel as an eventer or showjumper. 
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57. Property of Ms. F. Quinn.                                (Stable 57)
KITTY reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 1.67m by CORPORAL VDL dam CSF TRIPPLE C
by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows.
Lunging over poles. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic. Real nice type, eye-catching mare. Showing great promise over a
pole. Great step. Will excel in any equestrian discipline. 

58. Property of Ms. M.K. Doyle.                           (Stable 58)
TURBO COB reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 16.0h. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to
shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Has charity hunted. Jumps over poles. Has schooled
over drains and banks, used to rivers. Quiet in traffic and around machinery. 
Quiet with farm animals and dogs. Would make an exceptional hunter/mother-
daughter share.

59. Property of Ms. L. Mulhall.                            (Stable 59)
KINGSCROSS COURAGE reg. grey mare 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by COURAGE II dam
KINGSCROSS TABARCO by TABASCO VAN ERPEKOM. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. A rare young mare by the sire of Ballaghmore
Class that is Courage II. She is a very willing, balanced and brave mare. She has
bred two beautiful foals going in foal first time both times and foaling easily. She is
just starting her own career now and taking it all in her stride. 

60. Property of Ms. J. Leavy.                                 (Stable 60)
BROWNSTOWN SANSA reg. chestnut mare 8 yrs. about 1.68m by ISLAND
COMMANDER dam RAHEEN PRIDE VII (WNTR) by PROSPECT PRIDE (ID).
Breeding Recorded. Hunter trialled. Pony Clubbed. Vacc’d. against Eq. Influenza.
Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Has 3 EI pts won to date. Professionally broken and
evented up to 1*. 2023 competed at PC comps and qual. for IPC EV Champs.
Tattersalls. Also been used for PC B test. Competed at 2 Young Event Horse Qual’s.
in ‘23 jumping 110cm. Snaffle mouth in all 3 EV phases. Always scores high in
dressage. Can give chestnut mare faces but her bark is worse than her bite.
Knowledgeable 5* home. Needs company in field. 

61. Property of Mr. P. Howley.                              (Stable 61)
HK 18 reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by COBRA 18 dam VERA ELEEN by
KARANDASJ. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip and in traffic. Flashy gelding with excellent conformation and movement.
Been out competing in training shows and cross country training. This horse has
plenty of scope and would be a great eventing prospect. 

62. Property of Mr. B. O’Malley.                           (Stable 62)
ARCHIE OBOS reg. bay geld. 7 yrs. about 16.2h. by OBOS QUALITY 004 dam
ATTYCHREE LASS by VDL ARKANSAS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Archie is a gentleman. He is
a half brother to a horse that has jumped to 1.40 level. Archie always aims to please.
He is so scopey and will jump anything infront of him. Archie is a real confidence
giver. He has a lot of experience showjumping and cross country. He hacks alone or
in company and is easy to shoe, box and clip. Archie would suit any discipline and
would give someone a lot of fun and confidence. 
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63. Property of Mr. J. Byrne.                                 (Stable 63)
CC DIAMOND reg. grey geld. 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by CC CAPTAIN CRUISE 
dam DEERPARK DIAMOND by DIAMOND LAD. Breeding Recorded. Broken 
and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an 
easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. A very nice horse and a pleasure 
to work with.

64. Property of Mr. T. Mannion.                            (Stable 64)
LAVALLY TINA reg. black mare 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by HSF CANTURO LUI dam
LISAS LITTLE BIG TIME by IM LITTLE BIG TIME. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging
well over poles. Quiet to box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very quiet, hacks out alone or
in company. Jumping over a course of 1.10 at training shows.

65. Property of Ms. V. Leslie.                                (Stable 65)
BALLYERK JACK reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 15.2h. by BALLYERK CREAM dam
BALLYERK SALLY by BALLYERK SEA FIELD. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Evented. Guaranteed an easy ride.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. He’s an absolute gentleman to do anything
with. He’s been out hunting, shared group lessons, hacks out the road alone or in
company and competed at a couple shows. Also competed at his first event where he
went double clear. He is still green but always willing.

66. Property of Mr. K. Flynn.                                (Stable 66)
ADAMSTOWN DIAMOND RUBY reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by DIAMOND
ROLLER dam FLYNNS KATIE by MUSICAL PURSUIT. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic. Traditional Irish pedigree. Hunted one season with the Westmeath
Foxhounds. Sound and correct with good movement. Excellent temperament.
Suitable for both male and female riders of all ages. 

67. Property of Mr. B. Cleary.                               (Stable 67)
DERMISH KATIE reg. grey mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by RADOLIN dam DAYTIME
CRUISE by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Katie is a beautiful blood mare with
a great step. Bred in the purple. Radolin 5*-Cruising 5*- Diamond Serpent- Clover
Hill. Half brother to Hilton Up The Banner SJ 1.60. From the same family of
Castlerock SJ 1.50, Thomascourt BGS SJ 1.40, Lord Lux SJ 1.30, Rehy Atlantic Touch
SJ 1.35 and Rehy DJ CCI4*.

68. Property of Mr. H. McDermott.                      (Stable 68)
STRALONGFORD CHRISTINE reg. black mare 6 yrs. about 16.1h. by CLONASLEE
CAPTAIN CRISTO dam STRALONGFORD LADY by GLEN BAR. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Vacc’d against
Eq. Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has 9 SJI pts won. Ridden
by an amateur until 1yr ago then professionally produced in the SJ ring. Extremely
easy in the flatwork, 3 well balanced paces and autochanges. Will do a perfect DR
test. Very flashy mover, could be a very good eventer. Record up to 1.10. Willing and
brave. Safe hacking and has been to the beach. Travels well in horsebox/lorry alone
or in company.
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69. Property of Ms. A. Goodwin-Boers.                (Stable 69)
DONAIL OVERARCO BELLE reg. bay mare 7 yrs. about 16.0h. by SHANNONDALE
SARCO ST. GHYVAN dam DONAIL OVERIS BELLE by HANNIBAL V OVERIS Z.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Vacc’d.
against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very sweet,
always aims to please. Has done pony club, very straightforward. Works nicely on
the flat, 3 correct rhythmical paces; knows basic lateral work. Very brave to any fence,
will take a miss and not be offended. Happily jumping 1.10m at home. Loves XC.
Very easy to handle, quiet to hack alone or in company in heavy traffic! Give any
rider confidence. 

70. Property of Ms. L. Dougan.                             (Stable 70)
MISS EQUALITY reg. chestnut mare 7 yrs. about 16.0h. by OBOS QUALITY 004 dam
BLEACH LOCHE by ALDATUS Z. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed
at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown. A mare that
will go far in the right hands. Has done a little bit of everything. Well bred with a full
green book. Aldatuz Z and Cruising on the dam side. Related to some top horses. 

71. Property of Ms. M. Cushe.                              (Stable 71)
MODEL COUNTY TED 2 reg. bay geld. 7 yrs. about 17.2h. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted for
a couple of seasons. He stands at the meet and waits his turn. He’s a confident jumper
with plenty of scope. Quality horse jumping cross country, gates, banks, drains and
a good course of fences . He’s perfect to hack out alone and in company. Will excel in
any equine pursuits. 

72. Property of Mr. G. Curtin.                               (Stable 72)
TANGLEWOOD JOE ROYALE reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 16.3h. by CLARCON dam
ROYALE COEVERS by COEVERS DIAMOND BOY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Competed in working hunter class and youngster tour 1m to 1.10,
Eventing EI90 and 100. Hunted over the winter. Dam is a half sister to One More
Cooley. She has also bred Cooley In The Time 1.45m and Cooley Captain Jack 2*.
Nice horse with a good temperament, A nice all rounder. 

73. Property of Mrs. C. Cuffe.                               (Stable 73)
OKIDOKI VS reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by POKER DE MARIPOSA dam
HONEYWOOD CHANEL by MERMUS R. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe,
box and clip. Very nice gelding. Very scopey and has competed in showjumping shows
in 2023 as a 4yo. Progressed well during the year. He rides in a snaffle mouth. Back
in work now for the 2024 season. One for the bigger tracks.

74. Property of Mr. K. Kavanagh.                         (Stable 74)
AHG WHITEROCK DOUGLAS BLUE reg. chestnut geld. 9 yrs. about 1.65m by
PARIS BLUE MERELSNEST Z dam WHITEROCK COPPER MILLER by ARD VDL
DOUGLAS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at
training shows. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Has 35 SJI pts. Super young rider/amateur/ pro horse. Flashy showjumper with an
amazing uphill canter and endless jump. Beautiful to ride and gives an amazing
feeling. Super soft, rideable and pretty. SJ up to 1.20 with more scope and quality
for big tracks. Very kind and nice to work. Schooled XC. Would suit any rider wanting
to win. Would also make a top eventer.
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75. Property of Mr. P. Lyons.                                 (Stable 75)
MY GOLDEN PILOTH reg. chestnut mare 6 yrs. about 16.0h. by O-PILOTH dam
MY GOLD MERGER by TOUGH MERGER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has 9 SJI pts won to date. Nice easy type should
excel in any discipline. Homebred and ridden by lady rider. 

76. Property of Mr. D. Maloney.                            (Stable 76)
EMERALY FIRE reg. chestnut mare 6 yrs. about 16.1h. by HI KILRAINEY. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Johnny is a really nice
sort of a mare. Very easy around the place. She has hunted and done plenty of hound
exercise. Hacks out alone and in company. Goes treking through the woods with ease.
Been to riding club on and off for the last 2 yrs. She seems to be a genuine all around
horse. Breeding record on the sires side only. 

77. Property of Ms. F. Quinn.                                (Stable 77)
BILLY reg. bay geld. 7 yrs. about 1.7m by STEPPE DANCER dam GLENDA
BAHRAIN by GLEN BAR. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to 
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Real nice type. A gentlemens horse. Has 
hunted with the Roscommon Harriers and the North Galway Foxhounds for two
seasons. Competed up to 1.10 level at shows. Has a real good step. Will excel in any
equestrian discipline. 

78. Property of Mr. J. Kavanagh.                          (Stable 78)
RAHEENLEIGH BOY reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by CAPRI VAN OVERIS Z
dam HOGAN STAND LASS by EATON DU REZIDAL. Schooled cross country.
Hunted on a few occasions with the Carlow Farmers. 

79. Property of Mr. P. Goonan.                              (Stable 79)
CRAANTOWER STAR reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by HECTOR VAN
D’ABDIJHOEVE dam DERMISH QUALITY CRUISE by TIME CRUISE. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. This
horse is a quality gelding. Shows lots of scope and endless potential. Has been trained
and produced slowly. Lovely temperament and easy to handle and ride. 

80. Property of Mr. J. Seymour.                            (Stable 80)
JUNE VIVANT reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by VIVANT VAN DE HEFFINCK
dam JUNE JOHNSON by OBOS QUALITY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Has 134 SJI points won to date. Jumping to 1.25m as a 4 year old. Dam is a grade A
mare that jumped to 1.40m level. Dam is a sister to 1.60m horse Queensway Royal
and a sister to Night Quality 4 star eventer in USA. This mare has a great step and
balance together with a super pedigree. She has endless potential. 

81. Property of Mr. D. Molloy.                               (Stable 81)
BAILEY reg. bay geld 5 yrs. about 16.0h. by CLASSIEBAWN HUGHS PROMISE
dam FLASHY DUN LADY by CORK ARTHUR. Breeding Recorded. Broken 
and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Good looking gelding. A traditional Irish bred 
would make a great all rounder from working hunter classes to eventing, show
jumping or hunting. 
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82. Property of Mr. E. Briscoe.                              (Stable 82)
JJ’S CLASSIC reg. black geld 10 yrs. about 15.3h. Broken and riding very well.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Has hunted
on numerous occasions. Has cross countried. Has jumped up to 1.10. Extremely
careful horse. Suitable for COH or Young Riders classes. 

83. Property of Mr. J. Byrne.                                 (Stable 83)
CLONGUISH CRUISE reg. chestnut geld. 5 yrs. about 16.0h. by CC CAPTAIN
CRUISE dam CLONGUISH GOLD by TANAOS (TB). Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Very
good looking horse with a super step. Has been well schooled cross country. Ready to
go on nicely with his new owner. 

84. Property of Ms. A. Gilroy.                                (Stable 84)
SADIE reg. bay mare 11 yrs. about 16.2h. by WINDGAP BLUE dam BRACKAGH
DIAMOND by GLIDAWN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Hunter trialled. Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging exceptionally well over poles.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. A genuine mare would make a fabulous
allrounder. She would suit a mother/daughter share or would make a good
broodmare. Very kind nature. 

85. Property of Mr. J. Brady.                                 (Stable 85)
Reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 1.68m by KILDROMIN MAJOR dam WEST WICK GIRL
by FRENCH BUFFET. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very quiet attractive horse. Ready to go on in any
equine sports.

86. Property of Mrs. A. M. Nolan.                         (Stable 86)
DIGNIFIED DAMSEL reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by DIGNIFIED VANT
ZORGVLIET dam COMEIN by VAN GOGH. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and in traffic. Homebred mare who has jumped to 1.10
and has scope for much more. Hunted with the Woodstown Harriers and gone on
sponsored rides. Attractive, athletic careful mare ready to excel in any discipline. 

87. Property of Mr. P. O’Reilly.                              (Stable 87)
BELLOW IOBELLA reg. grey mare 8 yrs. about 16.2h. by BELLOWS HOLLAND
dam MOUNTPELIER TOMBOY by BALLINROBE BOY. Breeding Recorded. 
Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box
and clip. Broken and riding very well. Hacks out alone or with company. Has
competed at charity ride outs. Hunted with the Donegal Harriers and the Leitrim
Harriers. Will jump round a course with her eyes closed. Loves to go cross country.
Has visited the beach on several occasions and loves it. Very friendly mare always
willing to please. 

88. Property of Mrs. M. Jones.                              (Stable 88)
BELLA reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 15.2h. by EPAULETTE dam AMETHYSTOS by
AMETHYST. Thoroughbred. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Lovely mare with nice
paces. Schooled over cross country track of fences 80/90 showing nice potential for
pony club/riding club type. Very willing attitude towards work. Ready to go on. She
is easy to do in all ways (clip, shoe etc). Is quiet to hack alone and in company. 
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89. Property of Mrs. B. Hodgins.                          (Stable 89)
Reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 15.3h. by THORNHILL ARMANI dam BALLYARD
AIDEEN  by CRANNAGH HERO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed
at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Very pretty mare with excellent 
paces and jumping ability. Jumping over a course of fences at shows and schooled
over some cross country fences. Plenty of talent to compete in any equestrian
discipline. 

90. Property of Mrs. N. Kelleher.                          (Stable 90)
LAS VEGAS reg. bay geld 11 yrs. about 16.2h. by MERMUS R dam MURNEEN
GLORY by QUIDAM DE REVEL. Breeding Recorded. Hunter trialled. Quiet to shoe,
box, ride and in traffic.Has 28 SJI points won to date up to 1.20. Easy and competitive
horse, has been ridden by all different level of riders. Careful horse with a good
technique but can take mistakes and misses. Very honest at a fence. Easy to handle,
hack, ride etc. A fun genuine horse. Could be used as a fun all round horse, or as a
competitive horse. Been ridden by a small girl rider for the last few years. 

91. Property of Ms. A.M. McKenna.                     (Stable 91)
VIVENDI FLIGHT reg. black geld 13 yrs. about 16.2h. by ARS VIVENDI 
dam WARRINGTON LASSIE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very 
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Has 34 SJI
points won to date. Has a great floating step straightforward to jump. Careful 
and helps his rider out on a miss stride. Has competed up to 1.10 but scope for 
more. Same home for the past 8 years. Fantastic to hack. A pleasure around the yard,
never causes a fuss. Snaffle mouth, never strong. Soft in hand and responsive to the
riders aids. 

92. Property of Ms. L. Dougan.                             (Stable 92)
Reg. grey geld. 6 yrs. about 16.1h. by KING OF MOUNRE dam MYSTICAL QUEEN
by DR DEVIOUS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. Lovely Traditional Irish Horse with a full green book. Very quiet and easy in
the stable. Rides in a nice outline. Makings of a quality event horse. 

93. Property of Mr. K. Kavanagh.                         (Stable 93)
SMALLTOWN BOY IV reg. bay geld. 7 yrs. about 1.68m by GOODLUCK VDL dam
ALANNAS JEWEL by CHACOA. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed
at training shows. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Top class winning machine. Has 114 SJI pts. up to 1.30 level. Jumped
in Dublin Horse Show and was placed. Jumped young horse classes where he always
placed. Very consistent and always wants to win. Brave, careful and top mentality.
Beautiful to ride on the flat. Has schooled XC. A horse who will jump the biggest
classes and take you to the top.

94. Property of Mr. D. Cullen.                               (Stable 94)
KKH LOVE ME TENDER reg. chestnut geld 7 yrs. about 16.3h. by ELVIS THERE
PUTTE dam ROYAL SHOW by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. A genuine horse
that has done a bit of everything. He jumped in the five star tour last year. Also
enjoys cross country and very easy to hack the roads. A stunning horse and lovely
manners. He’s a lovely all rounder horse. 
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95. Property of Ms. R. Moran.                              (Stable 95)
FUERTY FORTSIDE TRIOMPHE reg. bay geld 5 yrs. about 1.68m by TRIOMPHE
DE MUZE dam TYNAN LILY by PARCO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Has 20 SJI points won to date. 
Very attractive horse showing a lot of potential to be a top showjumper/eventer.
Competed in 4 year olds at Cavan winter festival last season and currently jumping
up to 1.10. Has been hunted and schooled cross country. This horse has a bright
future ahead of him. 

96. Property of Miss. K. Wilding.                          (Stable 96)
RATHSCANLON DIAMOND reg. black geld 5 yrs. about 1.68m by COUGAR dam
LADY DAISY DIAMOND by COLIN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. This
quality gelding has hunted and competed in training shows and is ready to further
his career in the equestrian world. 

97. Property of Mr. M. Bingham.                          (Stable 97)
GLENBOY JANE reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 16.0h. by OBOS QUALITY dam
COEVERS CORRIG  by COEVERS DIAMOND BOY. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in
traffic. Has 16 SJI points won to date. Has competed up to 1.10 with scope for 
more. Has competed cross country and hunted on one occasion. Absolutely 
brilliant cross country and no issues with water, skinnies etc. Suitable for young rider
Dublin qualifiers. 

98. Property of Mr. F. Lalor.                                  (Stable 98)
CSF LORD OF THE DANCE reg. bay geld 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by MYLORD
CARTHAGO dam SSH DREAM OF GLORY by CAVALIER ROYALE. 
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Competed at a few training
shows. Showing nice potential. 

99. Property of Mrs. E. Nolan.                              (Stable 99)
MAPLEVALLEYS LITTLE CHAMP reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 15.1h. by
MAPLEVALLEYS LITTLE MAN dam BROWN HALL BREEZE by BLACK
SHADOW. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training
shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown. Lunging exceptionally
well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride.

100. Property of Mr. P. Goonan.                              (Stable 100)
PHILL reg. grey geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by PHIL VD WEZELSE HEIHOEVE dam
DRUMNAVAGH GIRL by PORSCH. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Lunging
over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Nice quality 5 yo. Phil is brought on slowly.
Lots of scope and potential. Very kind horse that is ready to be brought on.

101. Property of Ms. N. McElroy.                            (Stable 101)
LADY MARMALADE reg. chestnut mare 6 yrs. about 15.2h. by KNOCKMURRY
CAVIL CRUISE dam RIANNA’S DREAM by MOHILL TREBLE C. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at several training shows. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip and ride. Half brother currently jumping at 1m30 level. 
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102. Property of Mr. J. Prendergast.                      (Stable 102)
JPD CARRELAND reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 1.68m by CARRERA VDL dam
DOURWEISS by CENTO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Lovely type. Real good looking horse. Very athletic. Great
step. Looks very promising in the showjumping ring. Easy horse. Will excel in an
equestrian discipline.

103. Property of Miss P. McClean.                         (Stable 103)
Reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by KILMOVEE WHITE HERO dam HUNTING
CLIFF by HUNTINGFIELD HEATHCLIFF. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and clip.
Irish Draught. Has been hunting on numerous occasions proving keen and loving
his job. Ideal allrounder/hunter. Schooling well on the flat. A big chunky boy. 

104. Property of Mr. M. Cummins.                         (Stable 104)
STRANDARD BEAUTY reg. dun mare 5 yrs. about 16.0h. Broken and riding very
well. Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic. Hunted with the Waterford Foxhounds on five occasions for one
season. Schooled over cross country course. 

105. Property of Mr. M. Kennedy.                           (Stable 105)
MELLICK MARTIN reg. dun geld 5 yrs. about 15.2h. Broken and riding. Quiet to
shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Quiet to hack on the road and very good in traffic. Doing
lovely flatwork and balanced in all 3 paces. Pops around cross country with no fuss
and is never strong or silly. Real quality cob with a future in many disciplines.

106. Property of Mr. J. Sinnott.                              (Stable 106)
PAIRC NA SIOGA reg. bay geld. 9 yrs. about 15.3h. by BLUEPRINT dam SPIRIT
MIST by PRESENTING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter
trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. TB. He
has jumped up to 1.10m and is schooled cross country and is proving very brave,
good to load and travel. Good for the farrier.

107. Property of Mrs. D. Bowler.                            (Stable 107)
COPPENAGH JASPER reg. dun geld. 6 yrs. about 1.58m. Broken and riding. 
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Quality chocolate dun Connemara x sport horse.
Lovely forward going horse with good paces, athletic jump and is extremely brave.
Jumps water, ditches, banks and hacks out alone or in company, first or last. 
Will make a lovely eventer, show jumper or all round fun horse for a good junior or
amateur rider.

108. Property of Mr. P. O’Reilly.                              (Stable 108)
Reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 16.1h. by GLENCORRAN DIAMOND dam THERESA
MAY by SUPREME GINGER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter
trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe and box. A beautiful mare with
three lovely balanced paces . Has hunted with the Donegal and Tara Harriers.
Schooled cross country and has been to lots of charity rides. Hacks out alone or in
company. Good with traffic. Will do anything that is asked. Jumping a course of
fences, nothing seems to phase this one. Always willing to please. 
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109. Property of Mr. J & M.M. Roche.                    (Stable 109)
ASSAGART HOPE and GLORY reg. grey mare 7 yrs. about 1.68m by LANDSDOWN
dam KINGSTEAD FIONA by HUNTINGFIELD REBEL. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Lunging well over poles. Has qualified for RDS Irish Draught
performance classes for the last 3 years in Dublin and was placed 5th last year and
2nd in Royal Balmoral Irish draught performance classes in 2022 and 2023. Has the
ability to go to the top at any discipline.

110. Property of Mr. M. O’Sullivan.                       (Stable 110)
WHS CELTIC ROCKER reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by CELTIC HERO BZ dam
WINEPORT SUPREME by COURAGE II. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip and ride. Lovely blood horse, supremely athletic and scopey. A classic eventer
type and ready to start his career.

111. Property of Ms. G. Murphy.                            (Stable 111)
CAPPA JUNIOR reg. grey geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by CAPPA SARSFIELD dam
DINKY. Breeding Not Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Nice easy
horse with a good attitude and a careful jump. A real good moving horse with 3 lovely
paces. Will excel in any discipline.

112. Property of Ms. F. Donohue.                           (Stable 112)
ILLANE SILVER DUN reg. dun geld. 5 yrs. about 1.63m by ARDGAINEEN REBEL
dam ILLANE HILL VIEW by KILLEA HILL VIEW. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Lovely
quality sport horse with exceptional breeding. Sire is a connemara pony and the
dams sire goes back to the legendary Carrabawn View I.D. Has been well schooled
on the flat. Attended some training shows and has also been cross country on a few
occasions. He is genuine and willing to have a go at anything.

113. Property of Mr. P. Carty.                                 (Stable 113)
RATHDUFF DELIGHT reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by DIGNIFIED dam
RATHDUFF ACCORD by ARS VIVENDI. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Lunging well over poles. 

114. Property of Mr. P. Murphy.                             (Stable 114)
SHIRSHEEN BEES WING reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 1.64m by JE T’AIME
FLAMENCO dam CANDY COPPER by REGAL STING. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to box, ride and in traffic. Attractive
mare with good paces. Half brothers Shirsheen Ice currently eventing at 4* level
successfully in America. Shirsheen Calensky also half brother showjumped to 1.40
level. This mare should excel in any equestrian discipline.

115. Property of Mr. J. Amos.                                  (Stable 115)
Reg. bay geld 6 yrs. about 17.0h. by SLIGO CANDY BOY dam FERRO FATE  by S.
CREEVAGH FERRO. Breeding includes Siebe. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Has done a bit of everything. Has been ridden by a 17 year
old girl and also a more novice rider. Loves to hack and has also been cross country
and training shows. 
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116. Property of Mr. N. McGarry.                           (Stable 116)
INNISFREE LOKI reg. brown geld. 6 yrs. about 1.7m by TOLAN R dam VIGRANDA
D by OKLUND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at
training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic.17 SJI points won to date. Stunning gelding with superb paces and
scopey jump. Has hunted and showjumped up to 1.20 cm. A really lovely project that
is ready to be produced.

117. Property of Ms. L. Dougan.                             (Stable 117)
PUNCHBOWL STAR reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by DEVILS PUNCHBOWL
dam MORNING STAR by SILVANO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter
trialled. Competed at training shows. Great model of a horse. Has whipped in and
hunted last season. Full green book. Nice and kind in the stable.

118. Property of Ms. F. Murphy.                             (Stable 118)
MFS LADY LANSKIFLY reg. black filly 6 yrs. about 16h. by POLANSKI dam
SHOEFLY by SIR SHUTTERFLY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Very attractive 
filly with excellent attitude and temperament. Very promising with excellent
flatwork and movement. Produced slowly and showing huge scope and jumping
ability under saddle. Schooled cross country. Ready to go on and progress a 
very promising career.

119. Property of Ms. T. Roche.                                (Stable 119)
TING TONG reg. bay geld. 8 yrs. about 16h. Competed at training shows. Pony
Clubbed. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Very smart Irish sport horse.
Kind natured. Super easy to load, unload, travels like a saint and groom, catch and
turn out.Carefully and slowly produced, Beautiful flatwork, very athletic scopey
jumper. Has competed at many unafiliated training shows. Never strong and never
takes a hold or takes off. Has participated in some pony club. Lots of placings at
unafiliated dressage shows. 

120. Property of Mr. G. Ryan.                                 (Stable 120)
LADY VIVANT reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by VIVANT dam WOODVIEW
DOUGLAS CRUISE by VDL DOUGLAS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding 
very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to ride. Hunted this year on three
occasions with The Suirvale Harriers. She is an easy straight forward mare and 
is well related. She is a half sister to Cooley Continental 3* eventer in the USA,
Fernhill Dynasty and Enchanting Class eventing in the USA and Conswela Jumping
130 in Belgium.

121. Property of Mr. K. Clogher.                             (Stable 121)
LOUGHTOWN TINA reg. bay mare 8 yrs. about 16.2h. by QUANTINO dam POLLY
PUMA by ARD BLACK CAT. Breeding Recorded. Hunter trialled. Evented. Quiet to
shoe, box and ride. Tina is a beautiful bred mare who has successfully competed in
Eventing Ireland, posting impressive double clears up to EI100. Her floating
movement and willingness to please, make her competitive every time she enters
the ring. With recent dressage scores as low as 29.8 and a half-sister to showjumper
‘Enniskerry Venture Capital’ Tina is the perfect opportunity for someone who seeks
to be competitive and have fun across all disciplines.
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122. Property of Mr. D. Irwin.                                 (Stable 122)
LISRUA ARABELLA reg. dun mare 6 yrs. about 15.2h. by BIG TIME GINGER 
dam SUNRISE LASS by CASTLESIDE JJ. Breeding Recorded. Broken and 
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very flashy, straight forward mare 
with a lovely temperament. Has competed up to 90cm/1m at training shows, 
showing to be very brave and careful. Has been schooled cross country and 
hunted on one occasion. Hacks out alone or in company. Great traditional 
Irish and Connemara breeding including Ginger Dick and Westside Mirah. Easy to
work with.

123. Property of Ms. N. McElroy.                            (Stable 123)
CARASELLE DE REVE reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 16.0h. by KNOCKMURRY CAVIL
CRUISE dam PULBAWN ROSE by RANTIS DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and
in traffic. Full brother is jumping at 1m30 level. 

124. Property of Miss. A. Dunne.                            (Stable 124)
QUENTERO reg. black geld. 6 yrs. about 17h. by QUINTERO LA SILLA dam
WALDO’S LASS by WALDO VAN DUNGEN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Jumping 1m/1.10s with ease with lots of scope for the future. Has cross country
schooled very well. Kind natured and easy going. Dam jumped to 1.20. Riding well
and doing changes. 

125. Property of Ms. M. Power.                               (Stable 125)
GLENOMRA CAILIOCHT reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16h. by OBOS QUALITY dam
GRANGE PRINCESS by CLOSE CONFLICT. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Lovely fun mare. Schooled cross country competed at training
shows and events. Ready to go on . An ideal pony club/junior event horse.

126. Property of Mr. R. Oliver.                                (Stable 126)
COURTOWN STAR reg. chestnut geld. 5 yrs. about 1.68m by DIGNIFIED VANT
ZORGVLIET dam BALLYCREEN KINGS MELODY by KINGSMASTER. Breeding
Recorded. Just broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip and ride. Good looking and well put together. Has the ability to
progress in any discipline and has hunted on many occasions for 1 season.

127. Property of Miss. A. English.                          (Stable 127)
LACKAROE MILEY reg. grey mare 11 yrs. about 16.2h. by LUKE SKYWALKER.
Breeding Not Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Pony Clubbed.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Genuine all-rounder, has hunted with The
Limerick Harriers on numerous occasions. Irish draught cross.

128. Property of Mr. J. Walsh.                                 (Stable 128)
Reg. piebald geld. 12 yrs. about 1.58m. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed
at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Well hunted gelding who has done a bit of
everything from hacking and jumping to riding club acitivites. He has been schooled
over derby tracks and brought to unregistered shows.
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129. Property of Mr. T. Widger.                               (Stable 129)
GRANTSTOWN BAY BOB reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 16.3h. by UNKNOWN dam
GRANTSTOWN BON VOYAGE by COBRA. Breeding Not Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Elegant blood horse that has been slowly produced and has
hunted on 6 occasions for 1 season. Dam is sister of 5* eventer Grantstown Jackson
by a son of Harlequin and could excel in the right hands and will have done
unafilliated events by time of sale.

130. Property of Mr. J. Bourke.                               (Stable 130)
Reg. brown geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by SHADOW GATE dam DERRYCARBERY
ROSE by CARRICKCOTTAGE STAR. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. An attractive horse with a great
attitude. Is likely to make a lovely all rounder or ladies event horse. With a scopey
jump, this horse is currently jumping around a course of 1m. Rides well on the flat.
Has been cross country schooled and jumps drains. This horse has an excellent brain
and temperament. Full TIH by TB x ID with 54% bl

131. Property of Miss. S. Von. Schilcher.                (Stable 131)
HANDSOME reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16h. by GOLDEN MASTER dam HAYLEY
TURNER by LAUGHTON’S FLIGHT. Sire by Master Imp Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Lunging exceptionally
well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Stunning mare with three
correct and lively paces. Forward and trying to please without been sharp. Rides
well on the flat and was always placed at dressage training shows. Competed 

at SJ training shows and proved to be very clever and brave. Cross country schooled
and took everything in her stride-water, ditches, banks etc. Will make a great
amateur horse.

132. Property of Mr. T. O’Rourke.                           (Stable 132)
Reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by IMPERIAL HEIGHTS dam TINEY by SILVER
WONDER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Well related horse with siblings and doing
well eventing. Rides well on the flat, super canter and nice steady horse to a jump.
Snaffle mouth.

133. Property of Ms. F. Donohue.                           (Stable 133)
MOREPARK WATCHME reg. skewbald geld. 5 yrs. about 1.58m. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. A lovely all-
rounder type. Good movement and a good jump. Known to be by Coolfin Dynamite
and a thoroughbred dam but breeding not recorded. Same home from a yearling.
Jumping a track and schooled cross country. 

134. Property of Miss. A. Irwin.                              (Stable 134)
FRANKS PRESIDENT reg. chestnut geld. 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by PRESIDENTIAL
BALL dam BARONY BELL. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. Quality flashy horse with a trainable attitude and good brain. Showing plenty
of ability to jump. Has hunted, competed in working hunter classes and unaffiliated
showjumping.
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135. Property of Mr. P. Carty.                                 (Stable 135)
Reg. chestnut geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by DIGNIFIED dam THE QUEEN B by
KINGS MASTER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. 

136. Property of Mr. B. Keane.                               (Stable 136)
CHARLIE reg. chestnut geld. 8 yrs. about 16.2h. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in
traffic. Lovely horse that has done it all.. Has hunted for 4 seasons with The
Woodstown Harriers. A genuine sort with a flash step and good jump.

137. Property of Mr. B. Flood.                                 (Stable 137)
BYRNESGROVE ROLLER reg. bay geld. 8 yrs. about 17h. by DIAMOND ROLLER
dam BYRNESGROVE AMBASSADOR by CARRICK DIAMOND LAD. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to
shoe, box and clip. Recently competed at the Kidlare hunter performance in the
huntsman class. Is very well schooled cross country and has hunted. Jumped up to
1.10m and came 2nd at the Tullamore show last year in the 1m working hunter.
Would make a top class english hunter.

138. Property of Mr. C. Geraghty.                           (Stable 138)
DIAMOND reg. black geld 8 yrs. about 16.2h. by LOUGHEHOE GUY dam
ARDVILLE QUEEN by ARD GRANDPA. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Good
looking eye catching horse who has jumped at plenty of training shows but more
recently has hunted weekly since Christmas with the Galway Blazers, proving
himself as very mannerly and brave. Also schooled cross country. Has nice paces and
a good jump. Good to handle on ground, shoe, load etc. Great potential as hunt horse
or grassroots eventer/showjumper. 

139. Property of Ms. B. Hatton.                              (Stable 139)
EMMIE reg. chestnut mare 5 yrs. about 1.68m by POINTILLISTE dam SLYGUFF
ALDA by KINGS MASTER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Emmie
was broken late last year and has been out schooling on a few occasions. She is now
ready to pursue her career.

140. Property of Mr. N. McGarry.                           (Stable 140)
INNISFREE BUBACRUISE reg. chestnut geld. 6 yrs. about 1.68m by BUBALU VDL
dam DONE CRUISING by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. 10
SJI points won to date. Bubalu x Cruising. Has lots done. Mother was a Grade A
winner up to 1.30cm. Has hunted a full season with Co. Sligo Harriers. Amatueur
showjumped and now ready to go on. Plenty of jump and very careful. A great young
rider horse for showjumping.

141. Property of Mr. J. Doyle.                                 (Stable 141)
METALBRIDGE SID reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 1.68h. by USKERTY SWEET LAD
dam MAUDLIN SALLY by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Quality horse with 3 lovely paces. Good temperament
with good attitude to work, a pleasure to work with. Competed in Stepping Stones
competition at Wexford Equestrian Centre as a 4 yo and was placed 7th. Hunted on
a few occasions and attended some training shows. Brought on slowly and allowed
time to mature.
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142. Property of Mr. N. O’Doherty.                         (Stable 142)
Reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by VIVANT VAN DE HEFFNICK dam BONEY
KELLY by DOW JONES COURCEL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe and box. Quality type filly. Schooled cross
country. Half brother to Big Berry 4* eventer and Shop DJ 2 * and Aishlings Clover
1.30 level. Sure to make a top class showjumper or eventer.

143. Property of Mr. M. O’Sullivan.                       (Stable 143)
KATIE reg. brown mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by HARLEY VDL dam ESI FLOW 
by WARRANT. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Quiet to shoe 
and box. An exciting prospect to produce with age classes in mind. Showing care and
scope over each jump with an intelligent mindset also. Dam is a half sister to
international 160 showjumper HHS Cashmere , 135 jumpers HHS Inspiration and
HHS Jenny.

144. Property of Beechfield Stables Ltd.               (Stable 144)
LEXA reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 1.65m by PRESIDENTIAL BALL dam CHARLIES
MIDNIGHT MIST by HHS BR CHARLTON. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Approx 20 SJI points won to date. This mare is a full
brother to Coolishal who was selected for the 6yo World Breeders Championships in
Lanaken 2023. Brought on slowly and is now jumping 1.10m and 1.20m. Very careful
type with quick relflexes. Showing lots of potential.

145. Property of Mrs. J. Browne.                            (Stable 145)
KEELNACALLY COBRA CLOVER reg. grey geld. 8 yrs. about 16.1h. by COBRA
dam ANNAGHMORE CLOFI by CLOVER FIELDS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. 129 SJI points won to date. Top young
rider showjumping prospect. Excellent movement. Prize winner in Vilamoura as a
5yo, Millstreet and Balmoral as a 6yo and also winning a Castle Irvine 135 Grand
Prix as a 7 yo. Quiet in the stable.

146. Property of Mr. D. Irwin.                                 (Stable 146)
JUNO reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by JORADO dam DRUMHOWAN PIPPA by
VECHTA. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training
shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. Very good looking straight forward horse. Broken as a 4 year old and has now
competed a training shows up to 1m showing great ability. Has been schooled 
over cross country. Riding very well and has a lovely temperament. Will make 
a great eventer/showjumper. Easy to work with and has lots of potential to excel in
any discipline. 

147. Property of Ms. R. Conway.                             (Stable 147)
KORA D’IOR reg. bay mare 5 yrs. about 16.3h. by KORO D’OR dam MISS CLOVER.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Has competed in showing and in the lightweight class in
Dublin Horse Show and was reserve Champion in Mullingar IPS show after Dublin
placed in all class last season. Has jumped clear rounds of 80/90s and has scope to
jump more, just a little green with jumping. 
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148. Property of Mr. S. Leigh.                                 (Stable 148)
OBI reg. grey geld. 7 yrs. about 16.1h. by BARRACABERRY ORBIT dam
CASTLEGAR PET by GROSVENOR LAD. Breeding Recorded. Broken and 
riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated 
against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and
in traffic. Good looking and very genuine all rounder. Riding very well and has 
done training shows, riding club and hunted. Very honest and brave with a 
fantastic temperament. 

149. Property of Miss. A. English.                          (Stable 149)
ASHTREE TEDDY reg. piebald geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by KILBERAN MIKE dam
ASHTREE ALICE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Attractive all round gelding, hunted on several occasions for 1 season with The
Limerick Harriers. Lovely temperament.

150. Property of Miss. A. Wood.                              (Stable 150)
COILLE MOR EXPRESS reg. chestnut geld 6 yrs. about 15.2h. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Schooled over cross country. Hacks out alone
and in company. 

151. Property of Mr. J. Barry.                                 (Stable 151)
TIGER DEE DEE reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by NAZAR dam MISS DEE DEE
by GRANGE BOUNCER. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Nice type
gelding with 3 lovely paces and a nice tidy jump to match. By a TB sire who would
be likely to make a nice eventer in the right hands. He has been taken out schooling
and ready to move onto the next level.

152. Property of Mr. S. Roche.                                (Stable 152)
HIGHWAY SKYLINE reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by OCOVANGO dam ROBIN
THE GYPSY by ROBIN DES CHAMPS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Evented. TB

153. Property of Miss. A. Irwin.                              (Stable 153)
LORD DANNY reg. grey geld. 6 yrs. about 15.2h. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Irish
draught/cob cross. Full seasons hunting done with The Donegal Harriers. Well
mannered hunter. Quality enough to make a show cob.

154. Property of Mr. N. Stanford.                           (Stable 154)
GSG NEWTOWN DJ reg. bay geld 6 yrs. about 15.2h. by LUAN CINCISE dam
NEWTOWN ISABEL  by LUIDAM. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Beautiful
looking homebred horse. Has started attending training shows and is schooling cross
country. He is showing a good attitude and lots of ability. Lovely prospect to bring on
further over the coming year. 

155. Property of Mr. P. Ward.                                  (Stable 155)
BET reg. black mare 7 yrs. about 1.58m. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Lovely cob that would suit morher/daughter. Had done lots of beach rides and
hacking the roads and through forestry. Has a good temperament and loves to 
be spoiled. 
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156. Property of Mr. D. McFadyen.                         (Stable 156)
THEO D’OR reg. grey geld 7 yrs. about 15.3h. by KORO D’OR dam METALLIC
STORM by POWERSWOOD PURPLE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Kind and
easy going horse. Moves well and jumps well over a pole. Jumped a course of fences
and schooled cross country. Hasck alone and in company. 

157. Property of Mr. K. Wilson.                              (Stable 157)
DIRRELLA MINTA reg. grey mare 5 yrs. about 16.0h. by CORMINT dam
DIRRELLA DIAMOND by PORTHALL LEO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. A very kind and genuine type. Has been well schooled over cross
country. Careful jump and nice paces. Will excel in any discipline. 

158. Property of Mr. A. McSweeney.                       (Stable 158)
FORBIDDEN PLEASURE reg. chestnut geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by FOR
PLEASURE dam DONA ISABELLA DE VARDAG by DON PERRY. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. This horse is well schooled, rides well on the flat and
over fences. He has competed at a few training shows and hunted on one occasion.
Very brave jumper. Ready to go on.

159. Property of Mr. M. McGrath.                          (Stable 159)
JOE JOE reg. piebald geld. 9 yrs. about 15.2h. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Nice easy pleasant cob. Has done a little show
jumping and hunting. A good utility cob for any equine discipline.

160. Property of Mr. T. O’Rourke.                           (Stable 160)
TOP SHELF reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by OLYMPIC LUX dam PUISSANCE
PASS by PUISSANCE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Well bred attractive horse,
schooled cross country and competed at training shows showing great potential.
Snaffle mouth. Should excel in any equestian sphere.

161. Property of Ms. C. Widger.                              (Stable 161)
GALTEE SILVER reg. grey geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by FAST SILVER dam GALTEE
BOUNCER by MOYLOUGH BOUNCER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Registered Irish draught horse. Has hunted for 2 seasons
with The Woodstown Harriers. Hacks to beach and has done fun rides. Lovely horse.

162. Property of Mr. L. Kennedy.                            (Stable 162)
BALLOUGHTON MINSTREL reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 15.1h. by AGHARANNY
MINSTREL dam CHILHAM QUEST by CHILTERN QUOTA. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. A lovely pony,
broken and riding. Jumping over a small fence. Easy to catch, clip, shoe etc. Loves to
be fussed over. Will make a great showing/wh pony with further education. 

163. Property of Mr. M. O’Sullivan.                       (Stable 163)
REGGIE reg. bay geld. 7 yrs. about 16.3h. by CHACOA dam HI QUALITY by OBOS
QUALITY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic.17 SJI points won to date. Has jumped clear up to 110 but scope
and care to easily move up the grades. An exceptional mover with a good balanced
canter. A honest and brave horse also.
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164. Property of Mr. M. Bourke.                             (Stable 164)
LACKKELLY LIVELY reg. bay geld 6 yrs. about 16.0h. by MOORESFORT MR
CLOVER dam GORGEOUS AUDREY by MOUNTAIN HIGH. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has been hunting
this Winter with the Scarteens and Limericks. Absolutely flying. A pure gentleman
of a horse. 

165. Property of Ms. L. Hegarty.                            (Stable 165)
Reg. roan geld. 5 yrs. about 17h. by CELTIC HERO B Z dam COOLERA SKY VIEW
by WELCOME FLAGMOUNT. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter
trialled. Competed at training shows. Has hunted a full season over all types of
country. Will go first and last. Nice easy horse with a good mind. Rides and moves
well on the flat and make a lovely shape over a fence. Snaffle mouth.

166. Property of Mrs. O. Barry-Murphy.                (Stable 166)
ARTURO BEACH reg. grey geld 10 yrs. about 16.1h. by BEACH BALL dam TGF
SEA PRINCESS by ARTURO 8. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an
easy ride. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has 74
SJI points won to date. Has jumped up to 1.25/1.30cm level with a teenage girl. Is a
brave and relaxed horse with three lovely paces. Has plenty of scope and will excel
in the right hands. Would excel in showjumping or eventing. He would be a young
rider/amateurs dream horse. 

167. Property of Mr. E. Hughes.                             (Stable 167)
Reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 16.1h. by CROSSTOWN PRIDE dam CRONECRIBBIN
AMELIA by GHAREEB. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with The Wicklow Fox Hounds.

168. Property of Miss. L. Codd.                              (Stable 168)
Reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by CHINOOK ECLIPSE dam DIVA BELLA M2S
by CONDIOS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training
shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. This lovely
moving 5 yo has been produced slowly showing good potential as an eventing
prospect. Competed in the Stepping Stones last year finishing well up in the field
with great feedback. Ready to produce on.

169. Property of Mr. D. Maloney.                            (Stable 169)
LAGANS CAVALIER ARCH reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.1h. by VIVANT VAN DE
HEFFNICK dam CAVALIER ARCH by CAVALIER ROYALE. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.

170. Property of Mrs. F. White.                               (Stable 170)
CAVERN HILL REBEL reg. grey colt 6 yrs. about 16.2h. by REBEL FLAGMOUNT
dam CAVALIER HILL ROSE by CLASICAL VISION. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Competed at training shows. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box
and ride. Genuine and untouched. Ready to go further.
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171. Property of Mr. P. Kehoe.                                (Stable 171)
DAWN MORE DIAMOND reg. grey mare 7 yrs. about 15.1h. by PRESCOTTS
DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training
shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Rider
outgrown. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with the Wexford
Hounds for three seasons. 

172. Property of Miss. A. Wood.                              (Stable 172)
STOWLIN KING reg. grey geld 5 yrs. about 16.1h. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Schooled over cross country. Hacks out alone and in
company. Has done a couple of hunt rides. 

173. Property of Mr. F. & P. Cullen.                        (Stable 173)
PAULANK SOLARA reg. bay mare 6 yrs. about 1.6m by ELUSIVE EMIR dam
PAULANK CALLA LILLY by GHAREEB. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Solara is out of a half sister to Paulank
Brockagh, Badminton winner and Olympic bronze at Rio 2016. Her siblings include
Paulank Kirikee 3* eventer and 2 siblings exported to US. She has been schooled
over coloured poles and is ready to continue her education.

174. Property of Miss. A. Irwin.                              
Reg. chestnut mare 13 yrs. about 15.2h. by DROMALANE POET dam YANKIE
DIAMOND by FLAGMOUNT DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe, 
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Quiet all rounder, mannerly hunter in all parts 
of the field. Has done all riding club activities including beach rides etc. 
Always clear showjumping up to and including 1m. Safe to hack and good to do 
in all ways.

175. Property of Ms. J. Radden.                              
SIMPLY LILLY reg. black mare 6 yrs. about 15.1h. by LOUGHEHOE GUY dam
SIMPLY JEWEL by SIMPLY JAVLIN. Breeding Recorded. Quality mare with good
paces. Bred a foal last year. Just being backed now and will be under saddle by the
time of sale. 

176. Property of Mr. A. Malone.                              
AURTHUR reg. bay geld 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by GOLDEN MASTER dam JESSIES
RIGHT TO PLAY by BALLYSAX HERO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Quiet to box. Nice horse with a lovely attitude. Competed in training shows up to
90cm. 3 lovely paces. Kind straightforward horse. Schooled over cross country ready
to be brought on. Will make a lovely horse for someone to progress in showjumping
or eventing amateur friendly. Schooled over drains and banks. 

177. Property of Mr. D. McFadyen.                         
STORM reg. grey geld 6 yrs. about 15.3h. by KORO D’OR dam METALLIC STORM
by POWERSWOOD PURPLE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Jumping over a
course of fences and schooled cross country. Hacks both alone and in company. Nice
temperament. Moves well and makes a nice shape over a pole. 
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178. Property of Mr. K. Wilson.                              
MHS ROLAND GARROS reg. bay geld 7 yrs. about 16.2h. by VIGO D’ARSOUILLES
dam FRENCH BALLERINA by DIAMANT DE SEMILLY. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very careful jumper with plenty of scope. Half
brother to MHS Attraction. Blood horse with a good step and canter. Shows all the
ability to make a top jumper/eventer. 

179. Property of Ms. C. O’Reilly.                             
Reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 17h. by DIARON dam PARION by HBI CARTHAGINIAN.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip and ride. Lovely big horse with a good step and jump.

180. Property of Ms. S. Watling.                             
RENKUM RENDITION reg. bay geld. 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by IRCO BALOU GLL dam
RENKUM COLITAS by RENKUM VALENTINO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Has 11 SJI points won to date. Top
class gelding. This stunning gelding has exceptional movement with the potential to
be a top event / sj horse. Competed successfully SJI with placings in a number of 4yr
old classes. Has hunter trailed and competed unaffiliated dressage . A special horse
with a lot of potential. 

181. Property of Mr. D. O’Riordan.                         
Reg. chestnut geld. 5 yrs. about 1.63m by KILLOUNTAIN CROSS dam GOLDSMITH
COUNTRY LADY MARY by CASTANA. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. This horse
can be ridden by anyone. Big weight carrying full Irish daught. Has been to fun rides.
Schooled around Ballindenisk jump cross. Has been ridden by a 12 yo girl around a
course of fences. Has an exceptional jump over a pole. Lovely straight mover. Good
temperament

182. Property of Mr. T. O’Riordan.                          
ROCK LODGE DAN reg. black geld. 6 yrs. about 15.1h. by MINDNIGHT MINT dam
INGRID BLAKE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at
training shows. Hunted for 3 seasons with The Woodstown Harriers. Would make a
lovely show cob. Has 3 exceptional paces. Hacks to beach. Competed in fun rides.

183. Property of H&J Sport Horses.                      
Reg. bay geld. 6 yrs. about 16.1h. by OBRIGADO VAN OVERIS dam MADGES LANE
BEAUTY by GHAREEB. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed
at training shows. Quiet to shoe and box. Competed cross country. Good blood type.

184. Property of Mr. D. Ryan.                                 
GALVIN reg. grey geld. 7 yrs. about 16h. by CAPPA COCHISE dam BALLYMEENEY
CROSS by HOLYCROSS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter
trialled. Competed at training shows. Pony Clubbed. Evented. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Fully registered Irish draught, placed 3rd in Kildare hunter performance class, one
place off qualifying for RDS performance Irish draught class last year. Very well
hunted. Competed up to 1.10 showjumping. Easy in every way.
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185. Property of Boleybawn Horses.                      
CHIVAS REGAL Z reg. bay colt 5 yrs. about 16.2h. by COMME IL FAUT dam
GOODGOAN by CALVARO Z. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very 
well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet 
to shoe and box. A smart 5 yo stallion. Riding well and showing great potential 
for the future.

186. Property of Mrs. D. Dilger.                              
BERNIE reg. chestnut mare 6 yrs. about 16h. by GLENCORRAN DIAMOND dam
NEARLY MAC by NEARLY A NOSE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Traditionally bred Irish mare. Hacks
out alone or in company. Schooled over coloured poles and has been schooled cross
country and hunted a couple of occasions.
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4-YEAR-OLDS

187. Property of Mrs. J. Halpenny.                         (Stable 1)
ROCKROYAL THUNDER reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 15.3h. by LIONWOOD
KINSALES LAD dam CLOGHEEN RIHANNA by PRESCOTT DIAMOND. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to box. Hopper is very well bred, professionally
broken with beautiful floaty paces. Sire competed in pure dressage up to Inter 1 in
the USA winning the 2015 All Breeds Champion at FEI Prix St George. Siblings
doing well in showing in the UK and Ireland. Great stable manners, travels well.
Has been cross country schooled with a very promising jump. Eye catching horse
that would look well in the showing ring. 

188. Property of Mr. P. Mellett.                              (Stable 2)
PROSPECT MARSHALL reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by GORTFREE
HERO dam SILVER LACK by AGHERLOW. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride
and in traffic. Top quality full Irish Draught with outstanding breeding. Has hunted
on 6 occasions this season with the North Galway Foxhounds. Will go front or back
and very mannerly on the hunting field. He has also done training shows and hunter
trials. Has a great temperament and a super step. Easy horse to work with. Will
make a super show/performance horse. 

189. Property of Mr. L. Morely.                               (Stable 3)
Reg. black filly 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by LORD LANCER dam MORLEY STREET by
BIG SINK HOPE. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Very quality
filly with super temperament, great extention in movement and straight 

190. Property of Mr. D. McGarry.                           (Stable 4)
PAMORKUS reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.66m by FALAIZE DE MUZE dam
TACAMORKA by AHORN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Pamorkus is a lovely type of horse with a really nice step and a well balanced canter.
He is an easy ride, uncomplicated in every way. He has competed at training shows
in several venues and has jumped really well, careful and scopey. He has jumped
cross country and has all the attributes to succeed as an eventer or showjumper.
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191. Property of Mr. K. McLoughlin.                      (Stable 5)
CLOGHAN MILLIE reg. chestnut filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. Broken and riding well.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has hunted on a few occasions showing
serious potential. Fantastic jump great step. Safe and sensible sort. Easy shoe, Box,
Clip, Mount, load and catch.

192. Property of Mr. D. O’Connell.                         (Stable 6)
BRUACH NA HABHAINN COPPER reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by VIVANT
VAN DE HEFFINCK dam CSF ROYS LADY by KANNAN. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. 

193. Property of Ms. S. D’Alton.                             (Stable 7)
MOUNTELLIOT LANE reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by QUALITY TIME dam
VALENCA by REMO BT4. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. From the maternal family of several 5* horses inc. the
Andrew Nicholson ridden Armada and Nereo. Homebred, bred to perform. Out of a
sister of Andrew Nicholson’s Andrea BT4 (CCI4*), while the 2nd dam is a full sister
to 4x 5* horses inc.: Nereo (Andrew Nicholson NZL), Armada (Oliver Townend GBR),
Oplitas (Giovanni Ugolotti ITA),Fenicio (Andrew Nicholson NZL). Showing all the
attributes of a top horse. Ready to start his competition career.

194. Property of Mr. J. Bannon.                              (Stable 8)
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.3h. by VIVANT VAN DE HEFFINCK dam PADDY
ALDATUS by ALDATUS Z. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Guaranteed an
easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Smart gelding with 60 % TB
blood, showing very good balance. Has been cross country schooling and to a few
training shows. Sensible horse with a great brain. Hacks out alone and quiet in traffic. 

195. Property of Mr. D. Walshe.                              (Stable 9)
LANDENCO STAR GAZER reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.55m by LANDENCO dam
LAST EDITION by IROKO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip and ride. This is a nice quality filly, broken and riding. Competing at the
spring league jumping around 80cm course. Her half brother Emerald Irish Eye
Candy is competing in England. She has a lovely floating step and could excel in any
equestrian sport. 

196. Property of Mr. J. Hearne.                              (Stable 10)
SEABALLY EMILY reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 15.3h. by BALLINACLOUGH RAMOS
dam EMILYMORAN (ISH) by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic.
Traditional Irish bred filly. Lovely and straightforward to work with. Dam has
produced numerous high level showjumpers and eventers. Ideal junior eventer or
mother daughter share. 

197. Property of Mr. B. Cleary.                               (Stable 11)
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 15.3h. by IMPERIAL HEIGHTS dam AMOYS JOY by
MUSTAMECT (TB). Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging well over
poles. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Lovely blood type of a filly with jump
and step. Been brought on slowly. Jumping a small course of fences. Master Imp x
Clover Hill. TB in her breeding.
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198. Property of Ms. V. Phipps.                               (Stable 12)
ELVERSTOWN GEORGE reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 1.65m by CENTENNIAL dam
KILCAHILL LADY CRUISE by BAHRAIN CRUISE. Breeding Recorded. Broken
and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic.

199. Property of Mr. B. Clune.                                (Stable 13)
FLETCHER reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by AWESOME STAR dam
LIZRENA by RENA. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. Quiet to shoe, box and ride.

200. Property of Mr. G. Curtin.                               (Stable 14)
SONNY reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.0h. by DODARADE E Z dam PETIT FILOUS.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Excellent temperament. Easy to handle in and
out of the stable. Hacks out alone or in company. Schooled cross country, good attitude
and fast learner. Ready to be brought onto next level. 

201. Property of H&J Sport Horses.                      (Stable 15)
CASTLECONNELL BRING IT ON reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by VIVANT VAN
DE HEFFINCK dam BONEY KELLY by DOW JONES COURCEL. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe
and box. Schooled cross country. Lovely quality gelding with lots of ability to go on.
60% TB blood. Half brother to Big Berry 4* eventer, Shop DJ and Aislings Clover
1.20m children on horses(Coen Williams)

202. Property of Mr. D. Coyne.                               (Stable 16)
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by A. UMONIA 60 dam QUIDET Z by QUICK
STAR. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Eye catching 
gelding ready to be broken. He has 3 lovely paces and a tidy jump. Should suit any
equine discipline.

203. Property of Higgins Sporthorses & MBF Sporthorses. (Stable 17)
PRIMEUR reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.67m by HANLEY dam WOLINDA by
VOLTAIRE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride.
Classy gelding with lots of movement and jump. Should make a top class
eventer/showjumper.

204. Property of Mr. K. Kavanagh.                         (Stable 18)
THUNDER reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.71m by CONVOY dam PASADENA by
PAVAROTTI VAN DE HELLE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Convoy (Desir Du Chateau x
Cornet Obolensky) x Pilot x Pilot. Super quality bloody type, straight and correct.
Moves and jumps really well. Has schooled cross country, very brave and kind. His
brother is approved stallion Lanos and his dam is the sister to GP approved stallion
Pilot Pur of Kenia. Top event prospect who will take on the biggest tracks.

205. Property of Mr. J. Keniry.                                (Stable 19)
SHANAVOUR LAD reg. grey geld 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by SHENANDOAH PRINCE
HOLLY dam SHANAVOUR DOCK by DOCK LEAF. Broken and riding. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
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206. Property of Ballsallagh Sports Horses Ltd.   (Stable 20)
BALLSALLAGH FIADH reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 1.67m by MOUNTAIN
DIAMOND dam FLUER LUNA by FAST SILVER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic.
Class 1 breeding. Qualified for 3 year old All Ireland Filly Championship.
Successfully shown as a 3 year old at county shows. Always in the ribbons. Very
striking markings. Broken as a 3 year old and left off to mature. Back in work for
the last few months, proving willing and easy. Wants to please. Schooling nicely and
has been to the cross country course several times, nothing phases her. Good with
farrier etc and easy to load. Used to busy farm. 

207. Property of Miss. A. Walsh.                             (Stable 21)
HARRYS EMPEROR reg. chestnut geld 4 yrs. about 15.3h. by LEIGHLIN
EMPEROR dam ANDREWS LADY by LANSDOWN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Guaranteed an easy ride. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Competed at in hand showing as a 2/3 year old. 2023 2nd at
Dungarvan Show, 4th at Clonmel Show 2022 3rd at Dungarvan Show. 

208. Property of MBF Sporthorses & Higgins Sporthorses. (Stable 22)
PARTY BOY Z reg. black geld 4 yrs. about 16.0h. by PRESLEY BOY dam ATOMONE
by KARANDASJ. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic. Exceptionally good looking quality gelding with very good
movement and jump. His dam jumped to 1.50 and she was a sister to Cocomone 1.40,
Fatomone 1.40. Will schooled over cross country by time of sale. 

209. Property of Mr. P. McGlynn.                           (Stable 23)
Reg. grey geld 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by REBEL MOUNTAIN dam ROOKWOOD LASS
by KILTEALY SILVER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. An exceptionally nice
horse. Will exceed in multiple equestrian disciplines. Broken in December and let off
and now just back in work. 

210. Property of Mr. K. McLoughlin.                      (Stable 24)
BOOLAKEEL SILVER MARY reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16.3h. Broken and riding.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Sensible mare. Excellent step and a nice
jump. Has hunted on a few occasions. Quiet in traffic, hacks alone and in company.
Powerful mare with serious potential. Easy mount and catch. 

211. Property of Mr. P. McEneaney.                       (Stable 25)
PATCHES reg. skewbald geld 4 yrs. about 15.3h. Breeding Not Recorded. Just 
broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. By an Indian red stallion x connemara cross. Homebred. Has a super
temperament. Recently broken. Has done cross country schooling and attended 
some training shows. Very pleasant horse to work with. No vices. Will make a super
all rounder. 

212. Property of Shinnick Brothers Bloodstock.   (Stable 26)
TOTALLY SPECTACULAR reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by VIVANT VAN DE
HEFFINCK dam LARGE BRANDY by CLASSIC VISION. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic. Jumping over a course of fences. Hunted a full season. Very brave
and willing. Is ready to excel in any equestrian discipline. 
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213. Property of Mr. H. Blair.                                 (Stable 27)
Reg. brown filly 4 yrs. about 15.2h. by HHS CORNET dam T SAMBIA 3 by GERMUS
R. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. A lovely good filly with excellent
movements. Showing good potential over fences. Will excel in any equestrian sphere. 

214. Property of J. J.. Bowe.                                    (Stable 28)
Reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by DARSI dam GAIRDIN MOR PAINING  by
PAINTERS ROW. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Very attractive big blood gelding with hugh movement and careful
over poles. Great big walk, trot and canter. Very light on his feet. Likely to make a
high class eventer or light weight show horse. 

215. Property of Mr. C. Hart.                                  (Stable 29)
MY GORTFREE reg. grey geld 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by GORTFREE LAKESIDE LAD
dam BUTTERCUP LADY by LAOCH. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very
well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Very
attractive gelding, straight and correct. Has hunted the past season with numerous
packs. Snaffle mouth. 3 lovely paces. Beautiful scopey horse, should excel in any
equestrian sphere. 

216. Property of Ms. L. McAleenan.                       (Stable 30)
CUSHLAS JOWESIE reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 1.65m by CARRICK QUIDAM DE
REVEL dam LA PEREGRINA by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to
shoe, box and ride. Has super potential for eventing or showjumping.

217. Property of Mrs. T. Ames.                                (Stable 31)
TIDAL WAVE reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.0h. by PACMANDEE dam WAVE
TARADEE by WAVENEY. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Competed at
training shows at Raheen-na-Gun. Lunging over poles. Has schooled over cross
country and around working hunter courses. A nice allrounder/amateur prospect.
Not suitable for a novice or nervous rider due to age. 

218. Property of Mrs. S. Healy.                               (Stable 32)
BARRETTSTOWN FREEMAN reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16.3h. by GORTFREE
LAKESIDE LAD dam MUMMYS GARDEN by MILAN. Breeding Recorded.
Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Freeman would be an ideal English
hunter type. 3 exceptionsl paces and jumps over a pole.

219. Property of Ms. E. Carton.                              (Stable 33)
ECE ODESSA reg. black filly 4 yrs. about 1.18m. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Rider outgrown. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has taken part in sponsored rides,childrens meet and
hunted twice with The Kilkenny Hunt. Cross country schooled and over banks and
drains. Will be a really fun pony for a family with lots of potential. Reluctant sale as
rider has outgrown, current rider learnt to ride on her. Never been shod and farrier
says she has feet like iron. Currently jumping 60’s.

220. Property of Higgins Sporthorses& Aoife Dooley Higgins. (Stable 34)
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.66m by GRANDPAS REBEL dam BALLYVERGIN
FLYER by KENNEDYS CLOVER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip and ride. Has hunted on a few occasions. Schooled cross country.
Showing lots of potential to make a competitive mare.
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221. Property of Mr. D. Walshe.                              (Stable 35)
CREGGSFORT FRANK reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 1.65m by MARTAN PHAIDIN
NHOIR dam CREGGSFORT FERGIE by ALDATO. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Lunging well over poles. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip and ride. This is a eye catching young horse, he is currently
competing in the spring league and showing a nice promise. His dam competed up
to 120 before retired due to injury. His half sister Creggsfort Ferige is currently
competing in Germany. 

222. Property of Mr. J. P. Roche.                             (Stable 36)
ASSAGART LAST INSTALMENT reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by GOLDEN
MASTER dam ASSAGART SAPPHIRE by FLAGMOUNT KING. Breeding Recorded.
Broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Lunging well over poles. He is a full brother to Assagart Earl who is
competing at 2* level in USA and was placed in the international 3 day event in
Millstreet at 1* in 2023 and won his first 2* event in USA 2023. This horse has the
ability to go right to the top in eventing or showjumping in the right hands.

223. Property of Mr. L. Dillon.                                (Stable 37)
TONEEN NANCY reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 15.2h. by GLID UIBHALL. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic. Lovely genuine all rounder. Connie x draught. Riding well on the
flat. 3 nice paces. Has been to training shows, hunted and cross country schooled.
Ready to go on.

224. Property of Mr. F. Casey.                                 (Stable 38)
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by OBOS QUALITY dam CAMERONS FOLEY
by MAJESTIC MISSILE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. This is a big good looking horse with very good movement.
Professionally broken and taken on slowly. This horse has a good attitude to his work
and shows plenty of ability while jumping. This should make a top class horse for
the future.

225. Property of Miss. L. Farrell.                           (Stable 39)
HENDRIKS reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by WINSTON dam CHAIR LUX
by YEATS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training shows. 
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. An easy straightforward horse. 
Careful over a pole and shows scope. Snaffle mouth. Will excel in any discipline and
ready to go on.

226. Property of H&J Sport Horses.                      (Stable 40)
Reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by WISHFUL THINKING dam LILLY ONE EYE
by OBERON VAN FYANDRA D’09. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Schooled cross country. Nice type. Quiet to shoe and
box.

227. Property of Mr. B. Maguire.                            (Stable 41)
Reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by FINANCIAL REWARD dam BOUNCER GIRL
by GRANGE BOUNCER. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Nice
traditional Irish sport horse with over 76% TB. He has been brought schooling and
ready to move onto the next level. By a TB sire, so likely to make a nice eventer. He
has a great step and a smart jump.
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228. Property of Miss. T. Manning.                        (Stable 42)
JACKSTOWN TIM reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 15.2h. Broken and riding. Competed
at training shows. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and
ride. Schooling well on the flat, hacks out alone and in company. Cross country
schooled. Would make an ideal all-rounder/eventer. Good temperament.

229. Property of Mr. A . Chapman.                         (Stable 43)
DIAMOND CANAL reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by CRUISING WITH
DIAMONDS dam GLANDORAN CANAL by CANAL LAURA’S BOY. Breeding
Recorded. Just broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Attractive looking
filly with the ability to progress in any discipline.

230. Property of MBF Sporthorses & Higgins Sporthorses. (Stable 44)
MBF PRINCE OAKEY reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 16.0h. by ARDCOLUM DUKE dam
MIDNIGHT WILLOW by FINANCIAL REWARD. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. A very good looking blood gelding with good paces and jump. Good attitude
to his work. Grandam by Puissance. Likely to make a top class showjumper or
eventer. 

231. Property of Mr. R. Fagan.                               (Stable 45)
GEMMA reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16h. by LOUGHROE GUY dam COOL MISTY
by ELM HILL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Hunter trialled.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with The Kildare hunt and
Southwestmeaths. Proving very willing and will go front or back. Suit any rider.

232. Property of Mr. L. Maxwell.                            (Stable 46)
STONEHALL JEWEL reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by ARD KILLUA II dam
MIDDLE THIRD MAGGIE by ALL THE DIAMONDS. Breeding Not Recorded.
Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with the South
Westmeath Harriers this season. Crossing a variety of country. Brave to a fence with
plenty of scope. Will have competed at several training shows by the time of sale.
Well schooled cross country. From a performance family. Half brother to Quality NBZ
jumping 130, Lissovara Quality eventing 4 star in USA, Little Clover Man full sibling
completed in SJI as a 4 year old last year racking up 14 double clear rounds up to
1.10. Breeding not recorded but DNA is available to upgrade book. Breeding Not
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. Hunted with The South Westmeath/Meath
Hounds/Harriers on several occasions for 1 season. Competed in working hunter/
cross-country and SJ training shows. Home bred.

233. Property of Mr. K. McLoughlin.                      (Stable 47)
MOLLY MAX reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 15.0h. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Lovely quality filly, excellent step. Nice jump, showing
potential. Hacks alone and in company. Has schooled cross country. Easy mount 
and catch.

234. Property of Mr. J. Widger.                               (Stable 48)
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16h. by CHOCOA dam CLOVER’S CONNECTION by
CORLOUGH CLOVER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed
at training shows. Very willing filly who seems to be trainable and seems to have the
right attitude to excel in eventing by a top sire of eventers.
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235. Property of Mr. M. Curran.                             (Stable 49)
GRACEFUL POINT reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16h. by POINTILLISTE dam
DUNCORMICK LADY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Has hunted on 2 occasions with The
Woodstown Harriers. Showing good potential over a pole and ready to go on.

236. Property of Higgins Sporthorses & MBF Sporthorses. (Stable 50)
MBF WINDMILL VIEW reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 1.65m by ALVARO VAN
PACHERN dam BIG DIGNIFIED by DIGNIFIED VAN’T ZORGVLIET. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Has been schooled
cross country. High class mare showing lots of potential to make a top class
showjumper/eventer.

237. Property of Mr. F. O’Brien.                              (Stable 51)
STAR OF MUNSTER reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16h. by KEAMORE DIAMOND
CLOVER dam CARNLOUGH BAY by SEA CREST. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Lovely sweet
filly that has schooled cross country and showing to be a genuine type to produce 
on . Traditional Irish horse. One that is sure to excel in any equestrian sphere.

238. Property of Mr. P. Leacy.                                 (Stable 52)
REDINAGH BATTLE CRY reg. brown geld. 4 yrs. about 16.3h. by CAVALIER LAND.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box and clip.

239. Property of Miss. N. Mcloughlin.                    (Stable 53)
SRUTHAN ROAN RANGER reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 15.3h. by ORCHARD
CELTIC HEAVEN dam FARHANN DIAMOND by YOUNG FARHAAN. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Hunter trialled. Competed at training shows. Quiet to
shoe, box and clip. Rides exceptionally well on the flat for his age. Is jumping around
a course of fences proving to be easy and has schooled cross country on a couple of
occasions. A lovely athletic model. Connie x.

240. Property of Mr. N. Redmond.                          (Stable 54)
DIAMOND reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 15.2h. by COOL DIAMOND STAR dam
BALLYBAUN LIFT by EASY LIFT. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Diamond riding nicely on the flat. Has
schooled around cross country tracks. And show jumping tracks. Nice model with a
good step. Will make a smart eventer in future.

241. Property of Mr. V. Foster.                                (Stable 55)
TUMBLE THE WILDCAT reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.3h. by COOLKEERAN dam
CUSHINA CLOVER by CLOVER FLUSH. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and
riding. Lovely gelding. Had great success when shown in hand as a 3yo culminating
by winning the Championship at Claremorris Ag show. Should make a top
middleweight showhorse.

242. Property of Mr. M. O’Sullivan.                       (Stable 56)
BRUCE reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by POINTILLISTE dam DAWN LADY
by HIGHLAND KING. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe and
box. Currently driving in long reins but should be back by the time of sale. Free
moving horse with scope and care to progress in any discipline. Dam is a full sister
to CCI4* horse Ballin Coola with William Fox. 3rd badminton and second Burhley
to name but a few.
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243. Property of Mr. P. Byrne.                                (Stable 57)
BELLINE WONDERFUL WAGER reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.0h. by WONDERFUL
VOICE dam ARDENTEGGLE by PUISSANCE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Lovely blood mare. She has 3 good paces and has great technique and scope
over her fences. She is a very sweet mare and should progress in the sport of eventing
or showjumping. 

244. Property of Mr. F. Casey.                                 (Stable 58)
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 1.67m by O-PILOTH dam HUGGINSTOWN
QUEENS by CRUISINGS AMBASSADOR. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. This is a big good looking horse with good movement.
This horse was professionally broken and brought on slowly. He is currently
competing in training shows, showing lots of ability and a good attitude towards his
work. This horse is well bred. Grandam by Master Imp (TB). This should make a top
class horse for the future.

245. Property of Mr. J. Furlong.                             (Stable 59)
Reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by TULLABEG FUSION dam SMART BANTER
by BENEFICIAL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Vaccinated
against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Attractive
quality gelding. Benn slowly produced to arena eventing stage. Now ready to go
forward in competition. 

246. Property of Mr. P. Gormley.                             (Stable 60)
COLOURFUL FLIGHT reg. piebald filly 4 yrs. about 15h. Broken and riding very
well. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Draught x cob filly. Homebred. Riding
and going on well. 

247. Property of Kellistown Stud.                          (Stable 61)
FREDDIE reg. chestnut geld 4 yrs. about 1.58m by HYPE dam GOLDEN HARLEY
TRUMP  by RINGWOOD HARLEY CAROL. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. Grandam by Golden Trump. Schooling nicely cross
country. Ready to progress and showing lots of potential for any equestrian sport. 

248. Property of Mr. F. O’Shea.                               (Stable 62)
MISSY reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by WRS TRADITIONAL dam TULLY
LEASE ROSE by WRS DALY’S PRIDE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, ride and in traffic. Hunted a
season with North Foxhounds and schooled cross country and completed two cross
country rides.

249. Property of Mr. D. O’Reilly.                             (Stable 63)
BO CHAPO reg. dun geld. 4 yrs. about 15h. Broken and riding. Competed at training
shows. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Nice easy cob
with a good step and a real pleasure to work with. Has took part in scenic rides with
The Leitrim Harriers. Real mother daughter share.

250. Property of H&J Sport Horses.                      (Stable 64)
CFH TYSON HILL reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by TYSON dam BALTIC
HILL by BALTIC VDL. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Quiet to shoe
and box. Has been schooled cross country and jumping a course of fences.
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251. Property of Mr. P. Molloy.                                (Stable 65)
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by POINTILLISTE dam LADY HARRY 
by HARLEQUINN DU CAREL. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. 
Smart gelding who will have been brought out schooling by the time of the sale 
and is ready to be brought on to the next level. By a TB sire. Will likely make 
a nice eventer.

252. Property of Higgins Sporthorses.                   (Stable 66)
CROSSHUE RODNEY reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.66m by DIGNIFIED VAN’T
ZORGVLIET dam CROSSHUE LUI by LUIDAM. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Has been schooled cross country, high class
potential and should make a showjumper/eventer.

253. Property of MBF Sporthorses & Higgins Sporthorses. (Stable 67)
MBF TRENDY reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 16.0h. by CC CAPTAIN CRUISE dam
THORNFIELD NUTMEG by WOMANIZER. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Grandam by Cruising. Very attractive filly that moves and jumps. Likely to make a
top class eventer. Will have been cross country schooled and have been to a show by
time of sale. 

254. Property of Mr. A . Chapman.                         (Stable 68)
HERO reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by THE SWART HERO dam MEANIES
DIAMOND by ROCKRIMMON SILVER DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Broken 
and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Just broken and will progress into a nice
all rounder.

255. Property of Mr. D. O’Sullivan.                        (Stable 69)
VIENNA reg. chestnut filly 4 yrs. about 1.65m by VITTORIO dam KMS KANKAN
by KANNAN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. A lovely filly with three nice
paces showing loads of potential to excell in any discipline. 

256. Property of Mr. S. Harty.                                 (Stable 70)
KING CANUTE reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by EMPEROR AUGUSTUS dam
GHAREEBS ROSE by GHAREEB. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Unbroken. 

257. Property of Mr. M. Jennings.                          (Stable 71)
MARDEC CAPTIAIN JUNIOR reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.0h. by CASTLELAWN
CAPTAIN JUNIOR dam SPRINGVALE BLUE LADY by LORD NOBLE. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Beautiful
young filly who has been brought on slowly. Hacks out alone or in company. Schooling
over a course of fences and cross country. Showing potential to excel in any equine
discipline. Ready to be brought on to the next level.

258. Property of Mrs. S. Goland.                            (Stable 72)
Reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16h. by GRANDPAS REBEL dam LILY POWER by
POWER BLADE. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging well over
poles. Quiet to shoe, box and in traffic. Will be riding at the time of the sale. Lovely
temperament and well handled.
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259. Property of Mr. T. Widger.                               (Stable 73)
FREDDIE reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by GREENVALE DARCO dam MADE
YOU LUCK by FRENCH BUFFET. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well.
Competed at training shows. Quiet to box, clip, ride and in traffic. Attractive 
gelding with 3 good paces and has been well used over winter and is ready to go on.
Will make an ideal event horse as is very willing and trainable and has good
jumping technique.

260. Property of Mr. J. Skelton.                              (Stable 74)
ANN AHH SILVERSIDE reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 1.6m. Broken and riding very
well. Correct horse with 3 balanced paces. Has schooled around numerous country
courses. Has schooled around courses of showjumps.

261. Property of Mr. F. O’Brien.                              (Stable 75)
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by ISLAND COMMANDER dam FAIRFIELD
HOLLY by PUISSANCE. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Lovely quality filly with a good
step and jump. Ideal event type. Has schooled cross country and is showing a willing
attiude.

262. Property of Mr. T. Considine.                          (Stable 76)
NS MOHAWK reg. chestnut geld 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by TYSON dam NS MERMUS
EXPRESS  by MERMUS R. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Very
correct type with fantastic paces. His dam is half sister to Express Trend 1.60cm and
this horse was Reserve Champion at the Western Region Eventing Final. A horse
with a very bright future, 

263. Property of Ms. S. Ryan.                                 (Stable 77)
ROCKLAND STORY TIME reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 15.2h. by WATERVALLEY
COOL DIAMOND dam ROCKLAND ROSIN  by WOMANIZER. Breeding Recorded.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to box. Driving in long reins. Will be
ready fior backing at time of sale. Super temperament, perfect in stable. No vices.
Top performance breeding. Exceptional mover. 

264. Property of Ms. T. Brandon.                            (Stable 78)
CASTLELAWN DISNEY reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 1.65m by CASTLELAWN
CAPTAIN JUNIOR dam ANTHONYS CHOICE by DIAMOND LAD. Breeding
Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip, ride and in traffic. TIH ISH. Lovely temperament. Very kind straightforward
filly. Has taken everything in her stride. Schooled cross country and jumping a course
90/1m. Lovely step and showing nice scope and carefulness. Won the 3yo HSI TIH
loose jumping Tubberbride 2023. Should have a good future for either SJI or
eventing. Eligible for TIH classes.

265. Property of Miss. E. Reville.                           (Stable 79)
WHITS BOY reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 15.2h. by DERRYNAGARRA PROPHET.
Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip,
ride and in traffic. Hunted for a season with The Wexford Foxhounds. Exceptional
hunter over banks and drains. Taken part in charity rides and hunt canters.
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266. Property of Mrs. C. O’Callaghan.                   (Stable 80)
MY KNOCKROE LADY reg. chestnut filly 4 yrs. about 16h. by CULTOWN TOUCH
dam MOUNTAIN RACER by MOUNTAIN HIGH. Breeding includes; Super Sandie
Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe,
box, clip and ride.

267. Property of Higgins Sporthorses.                   (Stable 81)
PABLO PICASSO reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.67m by JENSSEN VDL dam
TSARINA by CORLAND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip and ride. High class gelding with lots of movement showing lots of potential to
make a top class competition horse for showjumping and eventing.

268. Property of Miss. L. Whitney.                         (Stable 82)
Reg. brown geld. 4 yrs. about 17.2h. by WOMANISER dam SUB ROSA by HIGH
ROLLER. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. A lovely balanced model with
great paces and a temperament to match. Showing lots of ability to make a top class
performance gelding.

269. Property of Mr. G. Mullins.                             (Stable 83)
LUI reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by HSF CANTURO LUI dam LADY ALISON
by PACINO. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Homebred gelding with a
lovely step and jump.  Lovely kind horse and easy to work with.

270. Property of Mr. D. Raeburn.                           (Stable 84)
Reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16h. by HHS CORNET dam ZANTUS by ALDATUS Z.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. 
Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Super flashy talented filly. Half sister to event horse
Santiago Bay and numerous other 2 and 3* horses. Sure to go to the top in the 
right hands.

271. Property of Mr. P. Murphy.                             (Stable 85)
PORCHAVODDA MELVIN reg. grey geld 4 yrs. about 15.1h. Just broken and riding.
Quiet to box. Showing great promise over a pole loose. Should be jumping under
saddle by time of sale. Has a lot of potential. 

272. Property of Ms. S. Watling.                             (Stable 86)
BALLYLINAN TWENTY SEVEN reg. roan geld. 4 yrs. about 15.1h. Broken and
riding. Hunter trialled. Pony Clubbed. Guaranteed an easy ride. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip, ride and in traffic. Slash is what you call mr prefect. He’s stunningly unusual
marked roan gelding. Hunted a season with the Donegal Harriers. Cross country.
Training shows and unaffiliated dressage. Bombproof in every single way. Will go in
front or behind. Can be ridden by complete amateur or professional. The prefect super
cob. A real character to have around the place. Will be greatly missed

273. Property of Mr. F. Casey.                                 (Stable 87)
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.65m by LAGANS OBOS QUALITY dam CORBETT
SOCIETY by REHY HIGH SOCIETY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Competed at training shows. This is a quality good looking horse with very good
movement, this horse was professionally broken and taken on slowly, currently
competing in training shows, showing lots of ability and a good attitude while doing
so. This should make a top class horse for the future.
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274. Property of MBF Sporthorses & Higgins Sporthorses. (Stable 88)
MBF TOUCHPOINT reg. bay geld 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by POINTILLISTE dam
PEMBROOK BLACK MAGIC by TOUCHDOWN. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. A quality gelding with a big future ahead. Traditionally Irish bred with a lot
of blood. Grandam by Clover Hill. Will be schooled over cross country by time of sale
and have been to a show. A horse we will hear lots about in the future. 

275. Property of Mr. M. Dooley.                              (Stable 89)
LISCANANAUN CANTURO LUCY reg. bay filly 4 yrs. about 16.1h. by HSF
CANTURO LUI dam LISCANANAUN CLOVER ELLA by CASTLELAWN
CAPTAIN JUNIOR. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and clip.

276. Property of Mr. D. O’Reilly.                             (Stable 90)
AURORA reg. palomino filly 4 yrs. about 15.2h. Broken and riding. Competed at
training shows. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Nice home bred filly with
a lovely temperament and has been schooled over poles showing all the shapes to
make a mare. Nice easy filly to work with and currently in work with a 14 yo girl.

277. Property of Kellistown Stud.                          (Stable 91)
MAX reg. chestnut geld 4 yrs. about 1.62m by ESCAPE Z dam CARLA  by CANTO.
Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Competed at training shows. Top
pedigree with his dam being a 1.45m international jumper and she has alos bred a
1.45m jumper namely Cornets Girlensky. Blood, athletic careful type with massive
potential for showjumping or eventing. 

278. Property of Mr. D. Rothwell.                           (Stable 92)
FUERTY HEROS WELCOME reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16.3h. by GORTFREE
LAKESIDE LAD dam FUERTY FAILTE by WELCOME FLAGMOUNT. Breeding
Recorded. Just broken and riding. Full registered Irish draught gelding. Eye catching
gelding with the potential to excel in the right hands in many equestrian spheres
such as performance Irish draught/ ridden Irish draught/ridden heavy weight show
hunter etc. A type that is hard to come by. Sired by the 1.30 SJ Irish draught stallion
Gortfree Lakeside Lad. Both dam and sire have competed in performance class in
the RDS. He is driving in long reins and will be riding by time of the sale.

279. Property of Mr. B. Hough.                               (Stable 93)
Reg. chestnut geld. 4 yrs. about 16h. by RICARDO SAM dam WOODHILL FLORIN
by DANCING SPREE. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Good looking
horse. Lovely mover with a nice step. Should excel in any sphere.

280. Property of Mr. A . Chapman.                         (Stable 94)
Reg. skewbald geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68m by TULLABEG FUSION dam BAILEYS
PLEASE by CAVALIER TWO FOR JOY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding.
Quiet to shoe, box, clip and ride. Attractive well put together that will progress in
any equestrian discipline.

281. Property of Mr. T. Considine.                          (Stable 95)
KEELNACALLY DELIGHT BUI reg. dun filly 4 yrs. about 15.3h. by CELTIC MOY
SAILOR dam LIMBO DELIGHT  by DUNLIGHT. Breeding Recorded. Broken and
riding very well. Nice easy golden dun filly by a connemara stallion and a
thoroughbred dam. The perfect performance cross for a teenager or young rider. 
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282. Property of Mrs. A. Martin Jones.                  (Stable 96)
ESI LIBERTY reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 1.63m by DALLAS VDL dam BROOKLYN
BREEZE by FORTUNUS. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box,
clip and ride. Well related gelding being a brother to MSH Brown Jack 5* eventer.
Classy gelding with lots of potential to make a high class eventer or showjumper.

283. Property of Ms. S. Ryan.                                 (Stable 97)
LUSMAGH FINNY reg. grey filly 4 yrs. about 15.2h. by LOUGHEHOE GUY dam
CLONAHENOUGHUE COLLIE  by COILLE MOR HILL. Breeding Recorded.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to box. This filly is an exceptional mover.
Super jump. Should make a top eventer. Good temperament. A real eye catcher. 
No vices. 

284. Property of Mr. J. Skelton.                              (Stable 98)
FLYING SRAID reg. grey geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by LUKE SKYWALKER dam
FLYING BEAUTY by FLYING LEGEND. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding
very well. Has been schooled cross country. Great model with 3 balanced paces.

285. Property of Ms. T. Brandon.                            (Stable 99)
Reg. bay geld. 4 yrs. about 1.68h. by TIMONE dam KILFERAGH CASD by
RINGWOOD CASSERO. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding. Quiet to shoe,
box and clip. Schooling over cross country and a small course. Flashy looking horse
with exceptional step and showing nice jump. Looks to have a good future for either
eventing/showjumping.

286. Property of Dr. J.P Simpson.                          (Stable 100)
SOMERVILLE MISTRAL reg. brown geld. 4 yrs. about 16.2h. by CARRICK
QUIDAM DE REVEL dam MYSTERY AGAIN  by FOOTSTEPSINTHESAND.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding very well. Competed at training shows. Quiet
to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic. Has been hunting with The County Down
Foxhounds. Half brother to Somerville Springheeled (5* Eventing Ireland points in
2023), 4th Star of the Future 6 yo class at Balmoral 2023, placed 2023 HSI Studbook
Series 6yo’s, 2023 and double clear at Ballindenisk CCI**L 2003.

3-YEAR-OLDS

287. Property of Mrs. T. Donohoe.                          (Stable 101)
QUIDAMS HERO reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 15.2h. by THE SWARTY HERO
dam DOUGH A QUIDAM HERO by A QUIDAM M. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Unbroken. Super flashy jump. Has exceptional
conformation and great step so could make potential small hunter or working hunter.

288. Property of M. Murphy.                                   (Stable 102)
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by ROSIER dam COVERS SILVER by COEVERS
DIAMOND BOY. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. This is a fine big
athletic gelding. Suitable for both showjumping or eventing. 
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289. Property of Ms. J. Fitzgerald.                         (Stable 103)
FERGUS reg. roan geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by GOLDEN MASTER dam CHERIE
BOUNCER by MOYLOUGH BOUNCER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Quiet to
shoe and box. Traditional breeding out of a prize winning Irish Draught mare.
Genuine horse that’s quiet to handle. Middleweight hunter type. 

290. Property of Mr. J. Browne.                              (Stable 104)
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.65m by CONTICCO dam VIVENDI GIRL by ARS
VIVENDI. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Grandam by
Clover Hill. Super step. Should make a top class eventer or showjumper.

291. Property of Mrs. S. Kehoe.                              (Stable 105)
LITTLE MISS LOUGHEHOE reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by LOUGHEHOE
GUY dam PADDY CAUGHT ME by SHENANDOAH PRINCE HOLLY. Breeding
Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to box. Athletic good looking
filly with a great temperament. 

292. Property of Mr. M. Keane.                              (Stable 106)
FINE MARGINS reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by VIVANT VAN DE HEFFINCK
dam GREAT DELIGHT by LOUGHEHOE GUY. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well
over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Nice technique over a pole. Easy to handle. 67%
thoroughbred blood. Half brother and dams first foal sold for Ä15k in Goresbridge
Sept ‘23 sale as 4 Yr old. Granddam half sister to The Big Boy 1.40 SJI (Mervyn
Clarke) and Mr. Morgan 1.40 SJI (Robert Anderson). 

293. Property of Mr. D. McGarry.                           (Stable 107)
CORPORAL PICKACHU reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by CORPORAL VDL dam
ALRAHMAAN by JE T’AIME FLAMENCO. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Corporal Pickachu is a
beautiful model of a horse, with a great front and beautiful head. He has a great step
and a balanced canter. His granddam Pickachu competed very successfully with John
Floody. He is super on the lunge showing great jumping ability, lots of power and
scope. He is very easy to handle, a gentleman in every way and has all of the ability
to be a top eventer or showjumper. 

294. Property of Ms. M. Kehoe.                              (Stable 108)
CHANCE JOEY reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. Unbroken. Lunging over poles.
Dam is a TB. Sire Maximum Joe colt. Breeding not recorded.

295. Property of Mrs. D. Tierney.                           (Stable 109)
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 1.63m by LAGANS OBOS QUALITY dam GLIDAWN
DELIGHT (ISH) by GLIDAWN DIAMOND (|D). Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Very well related to
top show horses and showjumpers. Great mover and shows a lovely shape over a
fence. Nice temperament and well handled.

296. Property of Mr. E. Meade.                               (Stable 110)
MIGUEL reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by STORMY MOUNTAIN dam DIANES
LADY (ISH) by FLAGMOUNT KING (ID). Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. TIH. Easy to work with. Breaking
bit introduced. Lunging very well. Good temperament. His siblings are doing very
well, one is a master’s horse with the Ballymacads. Others doing YES series.
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297. Property of Mr. S. Fennell.                              (Stable 111)
GREENVALE MILO reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by WISHFUL THINKING
dam GREENVALE MAISIE (ISH) by PRESCOTTS DIAMOND (ID). Breeding
Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe, 
box and clip. Very good looking horse with exceptional step, 3 lovely paces and 
jumps a pole with ease. Should make a lovely eventer. He has a great attitude to 
his work. 

298. Property of Mr. J. Colgan.                               (Stable 112)
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.0h. by WIDO dam THE GRACIE LADY by LUKE
SKYWALKER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe,
box and clip.

299. Property of Ms. B. Coghlan.                            (Stable 113)
CILLROIS DARBY reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.0h. by ASCALON dam GYPSY
JINGLE by COLIN DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Handsome quality gelding with fantastic temperament
and lovely mover. Full sister in UK showing great promise eventing, half sister 1.30m
showjumper. A real genuine loveable gent. 

300. Property of Mrs. A. Quinn.                             (Stable 114)
KILMASPIC MELODY reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by DIGNIFIED VAN’T
ZORGVLIET dam KILNASPIC CRYSTAL by CRANNAGH HERO. Breeding
Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles.
Quiet to shoe and box.

301. Property of Ms. J. Walsh.                                (Stable 115)
Reg. brown geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CALLAHAN dam YOU 2 LIA by
WARRENSTOWN YOU 2. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well
over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. This attractive gelding has a lovely temperament
and really good paces. He has been well handled, lunges well and is showing 
scope and ability loose jumping. He is a half brother to Kereen Cobra (Vancouver),
jumping 1.40cm in Sweden (Kajsa Bjˆre). This horse looks likely to excel in any
equestrian sport. 

302. Property of Mr. S. Dermody.                           (Stable 116)
KILL BILL reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.63m by FLEX A BILL dam EURO
QUALITY by OBOS QUALITY 004. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging 
over poles. Dam, Euro Quality, is a 7 year old competing in the UK at 1.30 level/
Fox Hunter. Level and is a select status broodmare. Granddam Lady Russel 
is a half sister to LKD Mini Q (1.40), Blurred Lines (1.40) and Loughnatousa 
Olaf (1.45). 

303. Property of Mr. P. Murtagh.                            (Stable 117)
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.0h. by LET THE LION ROAR dam COOL DIAMOND
RUBY by COOLCURRAN COOL DIAMOND. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over
poles. By the TB stallion Let the Lion Roar out of Cooldiamond Ruby (Grade A 140cm
grand prix mare with 274 sji points). This gelding oozes quality with a super step,
jump and presence. With many of his half brothers and sisters successfully competing
on the showjumping scene (including Flexible Cruz currently competing at 130cm
with 100 plus sji points to date) He is definetly one to watch. 
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304. Property of Ms. A. Ryan.                                 (Stable 118)
GARISH GOLD reg. dun geld 3 yrs. about 16.0h. by BROADRIVER PEARLESCENT
dam CORRINDUBH MOON SHADOW by JACKAROO. Breeding includes Puissance
and Colin Diamond. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Unbroken. Lunging keenly over poles. Quiet to box. Handsome buckskin gelding to
make 16.1hh. Nice pedigree with eventing lines. Blood type horse with smooth paces
and well handled. 

305. Property of R. Ryan.                                        (Stable 119)
Reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by OFFALY CLOVER dam DANCING THE
LINE (TB) by DANEHILL DANCER (TB). Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over
poles. This gelding has a super step and exceptional jump. Likely to make a top class
showjumper or eventer.

306. Property of Mr. J. Browne.                              (Stable 120)
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.66m by MOVE TO STRIKE dam GOLDEN MOMENTS
by GOLDEN MASTER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Grandam
by Pointilliste A real blood horse with a super step. Should make a top class
showjumper or eventer.

307. Property of Mr. T. J. Foley.                               (Stable 121)
DOLMEN DEL BOY reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by DIGNIFIED VANT
ZORGVLIET dam DOLMEN DELSINI  by CHELLSINI Z. Breeding Recorded.
Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to box and clip. This horse is a 
serious mover with a very big step and jump to go with it. Loves his work and has a
great attitude. 

308. Property of Mr. K. Hopkins.                            (Stable 122)
ESH DOWN UNDER reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 1.6m. Lunging over poles. This quality
gelding is well handled and lunging over poles. Suitable for eventing or showjumping. 

309. Property of Mr. F. Lalor.                                  (Stable 123)
YELLOW ROCK BLUE EMERALD reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by
EMERALD VAN T RUYTERSHOF dam CSF ZOE by ZIROCCO BLUE. Breeding
Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.
Showing big potential on the loose. Quiet to handle and work with. Exceptionally
well bred. 

310. Property of Mr. D. Kent.                                 (Stable 124)
Reg. roan filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by BANNVALLEY SILVER DANCER dam RITAS
LADY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. Irish draught filly, riding very well and will make a lovely horse in the future
and has a nice jump. 

311. Property of Mr. N. McGarry.                           (Stable 125)
POCA REVEL VS reg. black geld. 3 yrs. about 1.7m by POKER DE MARIPOSA dam
H CASAFOLIA by CASALL. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Quiet to box. Stunning
black horse with white socks. Beautiful mover and very athletic. By the progressive
young Nabab De Reve stallion Poker De Mariposa who is jumping to 1.60cm. The
dam is a young mare and is by Quidam De Revel from the damline of Cristallo and
Cornando. A real gentle horse to work with and very willing in every way. Will be a
lovely horse to break.
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312. Property of Mr. M. Donohoe.                           (Stable 126)
CLONAHERO HILL reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.68m by CLONAKILTY HERO
dam CLUIDE ANGEL by FLAME HILL. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
well over poles. Very attractive liver chestnut with flaxen mane and tail . Tall elegant
horse with super paces. Be sure to make a top class eventer. Lines going back to
Clover Hill and Young Convinced (TB). 

313. Property of D. & P. McGarry.                          (Stable 127)
MCG KANNARADO reg. brown filly 3 yrs. about 1.67m by MOONSHINE dam
CARROW KANNAN by KANNAN. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. This is a beautiful filly with a great step and a lovely
balanced canter. Dam did not jump due to injury but she is from a jumping family.
Granddam on 6 year old in RDS.

314. Property of Mr. P. Tully.                                  (Stable 128)
ARDSALLAGH BONNIE reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by WOMANIZER dam
ROSTINE DIAMOND by ROCKRIMMON SILVER DIAMOND. Breeding includes
Ballyderney Fire Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box.

315. Property of Mrs. R. Richardson.                     (Stable 129)
EBONEEZA GOOD reg. blue and white geld. 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by MY DANDY
MAN dam CAMILLA THE THRILLA. Breeding Not Recorded. Vaccinated against
Equine Influenza. Unbroken. 

316. Property of Mr. F. Casey.                                 (Stable 130)
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by CONTICCO dam BALOUGRANDE Z by
BALOUGRAND. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. This is a big good looking horse with
good movement. He is showing lots of ability and a great attitude towards his work.
This horse is very well bred. Grandam being by Cash.

317. Property of Mrs. M. O’Halloran.                     (Stable 131)
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CHELIS HC Z dam MIMICRY by CARRICK
DIAMOND LAD. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet
to shoe and box. Good temperament. Terrific mover, correct and straight. Dam
evented to 1*, her dam was a half sister to 4* eventer Sportsfield Kingpin.

318. Property of Mr. A. Moran.                               (Stable 132)
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by HIELLO dam BALLYDUNNE COEVERS by
COEVERS DIAMOND BOY. Breeding Recorded. Dam is half sister to BP St Patrick
jumping 145 and Bishops Quarter winner of numerous Puissance.

319. Property of Mr. A. Walsh.                                (Stable 133)
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by CASTLEFIELD CORNET dam MARKS MISSUS
by TEMPLE CLOVER. Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box.

320. Property of Mr. J.J O’Connor.                         (Stable 134)
ALLIHIES SUPER SOCKS reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by WIDO dam SUZIE
K by DERG CRUISE. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet
to shoe and box.
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321. Property of Mr. J. Browne.                              (Stable 135)
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.67m by LUKCY LUCK dam LADY MILLBROOK
HEART BREAKER by VANCOUVER. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well
over poles. Grandam by Cavalier Royale and great grandam by Clover Hill. Dam is
half sister to Mc Cavalier Abbey who is performing well. Should make a top class
showjumper.

322. Property of Miss. R. Hempenstall.                 (Stable 136)
MARSHMERE LOCHINVAR reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 15h. Just broken and riding.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
Henry is a sweetheart and really easy to work with. Loves to learn and has a great
attitude. Lovely step and with time will make a lovely hunter show horse. Very flashy
horse who is very willing and safe.

323. Property of Ms. J. Walsh.                                (Stable 137)
LISLEAGH MASTER CHAC reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by CHACFLY
PS dam BONMAHON RED CLOVER by BONMAHON MASTER BLUE. Breeding
Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box.
This gelding is unbroken but very well handled. He has lovely paces and lunging
very well over poles. He shows great scope and ability loose jumping. Should excel
in any equestrian discipline. 

324. Property of T. O’Brien.                                    (Stable 138)
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by COOLKEERAN dam LABBA CALLEE by
NOVERE USA (TB). Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. This gelding has
a super step and jump. Should excel in any form of equestrian sport.

325. Property of Mr. N. O’Doherty.                         (Stable 139)
OBI LUNA reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 1.62m by MR. QUINCY B dam
BALLINTESKIN VENUE by SIEC LIVELLO. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken.
Lunging well over poles. Quality blolod type filly with good movement and shows
lots of ability to jump. Dam competed up to 1.30m level. Half sister competing 1.10m
level. Sure to make a top class showjumper or eventer with this pedigree and jump
to match.

326. Property of Mr. K. Lalor.                                 (Stable 140)
YELLOW ROCK FOURTH OF JULY reg. chestnut geld 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by
NIXON VAN T MEULENHOF dam CSF CAPABLE by CAPE CORAL RBF Z.
Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles. Quiet to shoe
and box. Athletic type with loads of blood. Jumps well on the loose. Great potential
for eventing/showjumping. 

327. Property of Mr. J. Furlong.                             (Stable 141)
Reg. grey geld 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by FINANCIAL REWARD dam BOUNCER GIRL
by GRANGE BOUNCER. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza.
Unbroken. Lunging over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Ready to be long reined
and produced as eventer/show horse etc. 

328. Property of Mr. E. O’Neill.                              (Stable 142)
Reg. dun filly 3 yrs. about 15.2h. by SILVER SHADOW dam DROMBEG LIGHT by
LISSARD LADY. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Quiet to shoe and box.
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329. Property of Mr. D. Kent.                                 (Stable 143)
Reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by GORTFREE LAKESIDE LAD dam MARY
FAIRY. Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in
traffic. Irish draught filly , riding very well and will make a lovely horse in the future
and has a nice jump.

330. Property of Mr. R. Drohan.                             (Stable 144)
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by MOVE TO STRIKE dam THATS THE SPIRIT
by SPIRIT HOUSE. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet
to shoe and box. A quality filly with a good step. This filly has all the qualities to
make a top class eventer.

331. Property of Ms. C. Kelly.                                 (Stable 145)
LUNA FLAMENCO reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.0h. by JE T’AIME FLAMENCO
dam JUAN DE LA  by DON JUAN DE LA BOUVERIE. Breeding Recorded.
Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Dam jumped to 1.20cm.
This filly is a half sibling to 2 and 3 star eventers. Two of which are now in America.
One half sibling is currently jumping 1.30cm. This filly is well handled leading,
lunging and driving. 

332. Property of Mr. D. McGarry.                           (Stable 146)
RUBY ROSE reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 1.67m by FLATIC HB dam RUBY ROSE
VANT DIEPENBROECK  by DIEU MERCI. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging
exceptionally well over poles. A lovely filly with a good step and correct canter. She
shows great promise lunging over jumps. Very careful and scopey. Showing all of the
qualities to be a showjumper or eventer. 

333. Property of Mr. N. McGarry.                           (Stable 147)
INNISFREE CHAPO reg. chestnut geld. 3 yrs. about 1.66m by KANNAN dam CSF
MILLIA by CRUISING. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Quiet to box. Lovely chestnut
Irish sporthorse gelding by Kannan out of a Camillo(Ard VDL Douglas) x Cruising
young mare. Thus guy has a great attitude and really nice technique over a pole. 3
lovely paces and plenty of uphill canter. He is quiet to handle in every way. He has
been very well handled and should be a nice one to break.

334. Property of Mr. M. Goland.                             (Stable 148)
Reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 1.6m by CLONCARA dam PORCHAVODDA TINY by
BIENAMADO. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. 

335. Property of Mr. T. Considine.                          (Stable 149)
Reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 15.2h. by RUSTIC RIDGE dam SUPERIOR COURAGE
by COURAGE. Breeding Recorded. Lunging over poles. Nice correct blood horse that
will be lunging over poles by time of sale. 

336. Property of Mr. P. McDonnell.                        (Stable 150)
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by DENOUNCE dam LOUGHVILLE LANCERS
LUXS LAD by CASTLEFORBES LORD LANCER. Breeding Recorded. Lovely
correct model with three good paces and lunging well over poles.
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337. Property of Mr. J. Browne.                              (Stable 151)
Reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 1.65m by QUALITY TIME dam BALLINREE TORNADO
by ACROBAT. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. A very good
looking filly with lots of blood and a super step. Should make a top class eventer or
showjumper.

338. Property of Mr. A. Moran.                               (Stable 152)
Reg. grey filly 3 yrs. about 16.3h. by RINGFORTCRUISE dam KELLYROSELADY
by EASY LIFT. Breeding Recorded. 

339. Property of Mr. R. Hatton.                              (Stable 153)
RandA LOKI reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 1.65m by SUPER GOLD VAN DE
FRUITKORF Z dam KADOLOTTIE HST by DIAMANT DE SEMILLY. Breeding
Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to box. Good temperament.
Lunging nicely over pole, out of (dam) Kadolottie HST by Diamant De Semilly. Dam
is out of a half sister to Vindicate W and Brunotti Z.

340. Property of Ms. G. Whelan.                             (Stable 154)
KILJAMES SYMPHONY reg. grey geld. 3 yrs. about 15.2h. Unbroken. Lunging well
over poles. Connemara gelding. Lovely temperament and will make a super all
rounder. Very easy in every way.

341. Property of Mr. D. Casey.                                (Stable 155)
Reg. bay geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by WOMANIZER dam ROADSTOWN STAR by
LUX Z. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. This is a big good looking horse with good
movement. This horse shows lots of ability and a good attitude towards his jumping.
This horse is very well bred with his half brother Besscross Tyson (7yo) eventing at
2* level and his dam being a full sister of Roadstown Lord (jumped to 1.45) and being
a half sister to Greenforest Hilton (1.30) and Dreamaway who evented to 4* level,
this should make a top class horse for the future.

342. Property of Mr. T. McCarthy.                          (Stable 156)
CILL MHUIRE LADY reg. piebald filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by BLACKICE dam MISS
TWO TONE by CAVALIER TWO FOR JOY. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and
riding. Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Quiet to shoe, box and ride. Homebred
filly. Sensible filly and willing to please. Lovely mover and eye catching with a nice
jump. Has been broken and trained since this year. Goes alone or in company. Jumps
a course of fences.

343. Property of Mr. G. Deere.                                (Stable 157)
KAIDEN IMP BORO reg. brown geld. 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by KAIDEN LEVA WD dam
MISS IMP BORO by MASTER IMP. Breeding Recorded. Just broken and riding.
Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.

344. Property of Mr. S. O’Sullivan.                         (Stable 158)
SUNHILL ULYSSES IN FLIGHT reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 15.3h. by ULYSSES M2S
dam SUNHILL EMPRESS by LAUGHTONS FLIGHT. Breeding Recorded.
Vaccinated against Equine Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to
box. This filly shows ability over poles. An honest filly with lovely temperament and
movement. Breeding includes Ulysses M2S x Laughtons Flight x Master Imp x Hail
Titan. 53% TB. Relatives eventing in England. Dam is full sister to Chillbrid Oscar,
Chillbrid Bossy and Chillbrid Hank. Grandam is full sister to Mega Imp Act. eventer
and Master Ballinteskin, showjumper. Should suit any equestrian sport.
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345. Property of Mrs. S. Begg.                                (Stable 159)
RAKISH RAVEN reg. black geld 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by GORTFREE HERO dam
KILLNASCULLY EALA DUBH by THE SWARTY HERO. Breeding Recorded. Just
broken and riding. Quiet to shoe and box. Handsome black Irish Draught gelding
who is currently being broken and driven in long reins. By top Irish Draught stallion
Gortfree Hero who is getting plenty of performance Irish Draughts. This striking
gelding should make up into a suitable candidate for ridden Irish Draught classes
for next season. No known vices. 

346. Property of T. O’Brien.                                    (Stable 160)
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by TYSON dam IROKOS FLIGHT by IROKO.
Breeding Recorded. Lunging well over poles. This filly has excellent showjumping
breeding from both the sire and dam. Should make a top class showjumper or eventer.

347. Property of Miss. A. Kosko.                             (Stable 161)
CANABIS DE MUZE reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by I’M SPECIAL DE MUZE dam
INNOVATOR by CANABIS Z. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box. An attractive looking filly with super movement.  Shows
good technique and attitude. Very easy to do anything with. Should excel as an
eventer or showjumper. The dam jumped to 135 in the UK. The sire is by the famous
Emerald, jumped 155.

348. Property of Mr. A. Quigley.                             (Stable 162)
Reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by HHS CORNET dam CLARKES SHADOW
JUMPER by CREEVAGH FERRO. Breeding Recorded. Quiet to shoe and box. Good
looking horse with confirmation to make a showjumper/eventer. Good mover and
jump. 

349. Property of Mr. J. Furlong.                             (Stable 163)
Reg. bay geld 3 yrs. about 1.68m by JACK THE ROBIN dam MONGORRY MIGHTY
SAOIRSE by MIGHTY DAN. Breeding Recorded. Vaccinated against Equine
Influenza. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to shoe, box and clip. Given time
to mature and now ready to be broken and produced further. 

350. Property of Mr. D. Ryan.                                 (Stable 164)
BILLY reg. black geld. 3 yrs. about 16.2h. by BILLY CONGO dam LAVILL PENNY
by WELCOME FLAGMOUNT. Breeding Recorded. Lunging exceptionally well over
poles. Quiet to shoe and box. Lovely home red, direct from breeder. Half brother to
Lavill Lad who is eventing in England at intermediate level currently.

351. Property of Mr. D. Kent.                                 (Stable 165)
Reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 16.1h. by GORTFREE LAKESIDE LAD dam MALLWOOD.
Breeding Recorded. Broken and riding. Quiet to shoe, box, clip, ride and in traffic.
This filly has been broken very slowly and is showing nice potential and will make
a lovely horse for someone.

352. Property of Mr. B. Hough.                               (Stable 166)
Reg. chestnut filly 3 yrs. about 16h. by O-PILOTH dam LOUGHANROE LASS by
RICARDO SAM. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging well over poles. Quiet to
shoe, box, clip and in traffic. Nice good looking filly with nice step. Just recently
handled. Very quiet, should excel in nay sphere.
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353. Property of D. & P. McGarry.                          (Stable 167)
FOR CAVONA reg. bay filly 3 yrs. about 1.68m by FOR FRIENDSHIP dam CAVONA
by CANTUS. Breeding Recorded. Unbroken. Lunging exceptionally well over poles.
For Cavona is a lovely type of filly. She has a big front and a great step. Her dam is
a full sister to Bosch Blue and Davona, both now jumping 140cms. She is a very
willing mare, easy in every respect and is showing exceptional talent while lunging
over poles. She is very scopey and careful and should make a top showjumper or
eventer.
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Mr. J. Furlong........................245, 327, 349

Miss. C. Gaffey ......................41

Mrs. G. Geraghty...................5

Mr. C. Geraghty.....................138

Ms. A. Gilroy..........................84

Mrs. S. Goland.......................258

Mr. M. Goland........................334

Ms. A. Goodwin-Boers...........69

Mr. P. Goonan ........................79, 100

Mr. P. Gormley.......................31, 246

H&J Sport Horses.................183, 201, 226,
250

Mrs. J. Halpenny...................187

Mr. I. Hannon ........................38

Ms. L. Harper ........................19

Mr. C. Hart ............................215

Mr. S. Harty...........................256

Ms. B. Hatton ........................139

Mr. R. Hatton.........................339

Mrs. S. Healy .........................218

Mr. J. Hearne.........................196

VENDOR                                   LOT

Ms. L. Hegarty.......................165

Miss. R. Hempenstall............27, 322

Higgins Sporthorses..............252, 267

Higgins Sporthorses &
Aoife Dooley Higgins ......220

Higgins Sporthorses & 
MBF Sporthorses............203, 236

Mrs. B. Hodgins.....................89

Mr. J. Holohan .......................16

Ms. S. & N. Honner ...............7

Mr. K. Hopkins ......................308

Mr. O. Horan..........................51

Mr. B. Hough .........................279, 352

Mr. P. Howley.........................30, 61

Mrs. P. Howley.......................6

Mr. E. Hughes........................167

Mr. D. Irwin ...........................122, 146

Miss. A. Irwin ........................28, 45, 134,
153, 174

Ms. P. Jackman......................34

Mr. M. Jennings ....................257

Mrs. M. Jones ........................88

Mr. K. Kavanagh ...................74, 93, 204

Mr. J. Kavanagh ....................78

Mr. M. Keane.........................292

Mr. B. Keane..........................136

Mrs. S. Kehoe ........................291

Ms. M. Kehoe.........................294

Mr. P. Kehoe...........................171

Mrs. N. Kelleher ....................14, 90

Kellistown Stud.....................247, 277

Mrs. M. Kelly.........................9

Ms. C. Kelly ...........................331

Mr. J. Keniry..........................205

Mr. M. Kennedy.....................105

Mr. L. Kennedy......................162

Mr. D. Kent ............................310, 329, 351

Miss. A. Kosko .......................347

Mr. F. Lalor ............................98, 309



VENDOR                                   LOT

Mr. K. Lalor ...........................326

Mr. P. Leacy ...........................238

Ms. J. Leavy...........................60

Mr. S. Leigh ...........................148

Ms. V. Leslie...........................65

Mrs. C. Lewis.........................35

Mr. P. Lyons ...........................75

Mr. B. Maguire ......................227

Mr. A. Malone ........................176

Mr. D. Maloney ......................76

Mr. D. Maloney ......................169

Miss. T. Manning...................228

Mr. T. Mannion ......................64

Mrs. A. Martin Jones ............282

Mr. L. Maxwell ......................232

MBF Sporthorses ..................208, 230, 253

MBF Sporthorses & 
Higgins Sporthorses .......274

Ms. L. McAleenan .................216

Mr. T. McCarthy ....................342

Miss P. McClean....................103

Mr. H. McDermott .................68

Mr. P. McDonnell ...................336

Ms. N. McElroy......................101, 123

Mr. P. McEneaney .................13, 211

Mr. D. McFadyen ...................156, 177

Mr. D. McGarry .....................190, 293, 332

D. & P. McGarry ....................313, 353

Mr. N. McGarry .....................116, 140, 311,
333

Mr. P. McGlynn......................209

Mr. M. McGrath.....................4, 25, 46, 159

Mr. W. McGrath .....................36

Ms. A.M. McKenna................91

Mr. K. McLoughlin ................191, 210, 233

Miss. N. Mcloughlin ..............239

Mr. A. McSweeney.................158

Mr. E. Meade .........................296

VENDOR                                   LOT

Mr. P. Mellett .........................52, 188

Mr. D. Molloy .........................81

Mr. P. Molloy..........................251

Mr. P. Moore...........................2

Ms. R. Moran .........................95

Mr. A. Moran .........................318, 338

Mr. L. Morely.........................189

Mr. T. Moroney.......................11

Ms. L. Mulhall .......................59

Mr. G. Mullins .......................23, 269

M. Murphy.............................288

Ms. G. Murphy.......................111

Mr. P. Murphy........................114

Ms. F. Murphy .......................118

Mr. P. Murphy........................271

Mr. P. Murtagh ......................303

Mrs. A. M. Nolan ...................86

Mrs. E. Nolan ........................99

T. O’Brien...............................324, 346

Ms. B. O’Brien .......................12

Mr. F. O’Brien ........................237, 261

Mrs. C. O’Callaghan..............266

Mr. D. O’Connell ....................192

Mr. J.J O’Connor ...................320

Mr. N. O’Doherty ...................142, 325

Mrs. M. O’Gorman ................53

Mrs. M. O’Halloran ...............317

Mr. B. O’Malley......................62

Mr. E. O’Neill.........................328

Mr. P. O’Reilly........................87, 108

Mr. D. O’Reilly .......................249, 276

Ms. C. O’Reilly.......................42, 179

Mr. D. O’Riordan ...................181

Mr. T. O’Riordan ....................182

Mr. T. O’Rourke .....................132, 160

Mr. F. O’Shea .........................248

Mr. M. O’Sullivan ..................110

Mr. M. O’Sullivan ..................143, 163, 242
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VENDOR                                   LOT

Mr. D. O’Sullivan...................255

Mr. S. O’Sullivan ...................344

Mr. R. Oliver ..........................126

Ms. V. Phipps .........................198

Ms. M. Power .........................125

Mr. J. Prendergast.................102

Mr. A. Quigley........................348

Ms. F. Quinn ..........................57, 77

Mrs. A. Quinn ........................300

Ms. J. Radden ........................175

Mr. D. Raeburn......................270

Mr. N. Redmond ....................24, 240

Miss. E. Reville......................265

Mrs. R. Richardson................315

Mr. J & M.M. Roche ..............109

Mr. J. P. Roche .......................222

Ms. T. Roche...........................119

Mr. S. Roche...........................152

Mr. D. Rothwell .....................278

R. Ryan ..................................305

Mr. D. Ryan............................3

Ms. A. Ryan ...........................304

Mr. G. Ryan............................120

Miss. A. Ryan.........................32

Ms. S. Ryan............................263, 283

Mr. D. Ryan............................184, 350

Mr. J. Seymour ......................80

Shinnick Brothers 
Bloodstock.......................212

VENDOR                                   LOT

Dr. J.P. Simpson.....................286

Mr. J. Sinnott.........................106

Mr. J. Skelton ........................260, 284

Mr. N. Stanford......................154

Mr. P. Sweeney ......................55

Mrs. D. Tierney......................295

Mr. P. Tully ............................314

Miss. S. Von. Schilcher ..........131

Ms. J. Walsh...........................301, 323

Miss. A. Walsh .......................207

Mr. A. Walsh ..........................319

Mr. J. Walsh ...........................128

Mr. D. Walshe ........................195, 221

Mr. O. Ward ...........................56

Mr. C. Ward............................33

Mr. P. Ward ............................155

Mrs. S. Watling ......................180

Ms. S. Watling........................272

Ms. G. Whelan .......................340

Mrs. F. White .........................170

Miss. L. Whitney ...................268

Mr. T. Widger .........................129, 259

Mr. J. Widger .........................234

Ms. C. Widger ........................161

Miss. K. Wilding ....................96

Mr. K. Wilson.........................157, 178

Miss. A. Wood ........................150, 172
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• October 10th, 11th & 12th

GORESBRIDGE SELECT SALE

• October 7th
At The Sales Complex, Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny

Selection and Video Days:
August 22nd & 23rd

at The Sales Complex, Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny

SUPREME SALE OF SHOWJUMPING FOALS
• August 31st

At Barnadown, Gorey, Co. Wexford
In conjunction with The Irish Breeders Classic

Selection and Video Day:  July 22nd
at The Sales Complex, Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny

SPORT HORSE PERFORMANCE SALES
of Showjumpers, Hunters, Riding Horses, Potential Eventers, Potential

Showjumpers, Potential Dressage Horses, Potential Show Horses,
Broken and Unbroken 4-Year-Olds, 3-Year-Olds and Jumping Ponies

of 3-Year-Old Showjumpers and Eventers

GORESBRIDGE GO FOR GOLD SALE
For 3, 4, 5 and 6-Year-Old Eventer Horses

• November 11th, 12th & 13th
At Barnadown, Gorey, Co. Wexford

• July 2nd, 3rd & 4th
• September 4th, 5th, 6th,

9th, 10th & 11th

• October 22nd, 23rd & 24th
• December 6th

Goresbridge
HORSE SALES IRELAND
2024 Sales Dates

(All dates subject to slight alteration)

Selection of 3-Year-Olds at The Sales Complex, Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny
August 6th, 7th, 27th & 28th

Selection of 4-Year-Olds and Upwards at Barnadown, Gorey, Co. Wexford
August 20th & 21st

BROODMARES, FOAL AND YEARLING SALE
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(iii)   If the Purchaser of any Lot sold with a Pedigree or description contends that it does not correspond with such Pedigree or
description, or if he contends that such lot is afflicted with vice as set out in Condition 3 (ii) [a] above then he must notify the
Auctioneers within seven days from the last day of the sale at which the Lot was purchased specifying exactly the nature of
the complaint that the Purchaser makes in respect of the Lot Purchased. Failure to so notify the Auctioneers shall defeat any
right or remedy the purchaser may otherwise have pursuant to these conditions or otherwise. The Auctioneers shall then
nominate a Veterinary Surgeon or other expert to investigate the purchasers contention and the decision of such Veterinary
Surgeon or expert shall be binding on vendor and purchaser. In the event that a Lot is returnable by reason of the matters
arising herein, the Vendor shall pay to the Auctioneers the cost to the Auctioneers and to the Purchaser of returning the Lot
and the amount of any payment under this Condition payable to the Purchaser shall be fixed by the Auctioneers whose
decision shall be final and binding on all parties.

(iv)   Should any dispute arise between a Vendor and a Purchaser as to any of the matters referred to in the Condition 3 (iii) hereof,
it shall be adjudicated upon by the Auctioneer at such time and in such manner as the Auctioneers in their absolute discretion
shall think fit and their decision shall be final and binding on all parties. All expenses and charges incurred by such
adjudication shall be borne by the party found to be in error. The Auctioneers shall not be liable as a party in any dispute
between the Vendor and Purchaser or in any legal action arising thereout.

4.      VETERINARY CERTIFICATES AND RE-EXAMINATION (For this Sale see Page 5):
(i)     A Lot may be offered for sale in the manner following:
        With a Veterinary Certificate – meaning that the Lot shall be sold in accordance with the terms and conditions recited in

Paragraphs 4 (ii) and 4 (iii) hereof.
(ii)    Where a Lot is offered for sale with a veterinary certificate it must be a veterinary certificate from a panel of approved veterinary

surgeons nominated by the auctioneers. It shall be the Vendors responsibility to ensure that this Certificate is lodged with the
Auctioneer not less than one hour before the expected time of sale. The Certificate shall be available for inspection by
prospective Purchasers and may subsequently be read out from the Rostrum at the time of sale. In the event that a Certificate
has been mislaid or is not available for any other reason at the time of sale, the Auctioneers may in their absolute discretion
decide to postpone the sale or not offer the Lot for sale. In any event, the Auctioneers shall not be held liable to any party by
reason of the non-production of the Veterinary Certificate.

(iii)   Once a Lot is purchased, the Purchaser must notify the Auctioneers within 30 minutes of purchase if a re-examination is
required. In such event, the Auctioneers shall arrange for such re-examination at the expense of the Purchaser and such re-
examination will be performed by a member of the panel other than such member who has furnished the original Certificate
and the opinion expressed on re-examination shall be final and binding on all parties. If on such re-examination a defect is
apparent in the lot and such defect has not been referred to in the original Veterinary Certificate and the member carrying out
such examination is of opinion that such defect is of practical significance, then the purchaser may repudiate the said sale.
The decision of the member of the panel who has carried out the re-examination as to the significance or otherwise of any
defects disclosed on such examination shall be final and binding on Vendor and Purchaser.

(iv)   A Lot remains at the Vendors risk until completion of the re-examination procedure. Once re-examination has been completed
and the Lot has passed such re-examination, such lot is then held to the purchasers risk. Following sale of a Lot by auction or
privately, it shall remain the Vendors responsibility:

        [a] To ascertain if re-examination has been requested and
        [b] To present such horse for re-examination.
(v)    Save as herein before provided no Lot shall be returnable.
5.      BLOOD TEST
The purchaser of all Lots will have the right, within 30 minutes of the fall of the hammer, to request a blood analysis, to detect pain
killing, anti-flammatory or performance altering drugs. If the result is positive the animal is returned and the Vendor shall be barred
from all future performance sales.
6.      PAYMENT:
Payment to Vendors or their authorised Agents, will be made 30 days after the sale in respect of those animals where payment has
been received from the Purchaser. In the event of a defaulting purchaser, the Auctioneers shall not be held liable or responsible for
any deficiency which may arise on the resale of an uncleared Lot.
The Auctioneers shall use their best endeavours at all times to ensure the completion of a purchase to the mutual benefit of the
Vendor and Purchaser. The Auctioneers shall in their absolute discretion decide the terms and conditions under which a Purchaser
shall discharge his payment for any Lot purchased. In the event that the Auctioneers are for any reason unable to secure payment
from the Purchaser then the Auctioneers shall not be held liable by the Vendor for the purchase money or any part thereof.
7.      DISPUTES:
Subject to the foregoing Conditions, the Auctioneers act as the Agent of both the Vendor and the Purchaser and to this end, the
Auctioneers shall use their best endeavours to act to the mutual benefit of both Vendor and Purchaser. In the event that any dispute
arises for whatever reason as between the Vendor and the Purchaser, then the Auctioneers, the Vendor and the Purchaser shall be
bound by these Conditions of Sale. The Auctioneers shall not be liable to the Purchaser or to the Vendor in any manner howsoever
arising from the sale of any Lot and in the event of any dispute arising in relation to any Lot, the Vendor’s remedy shall be against
the Purchaser and the Purchaser’s remedy shall be against the Vendor. In the event that a dispute arises as between Vendor and
Purchaser in respect of any Lot before the Auctioneers have paid over any purchase money, the Auctioneers on being notified of
the said complaint and dispute between the parties, shall lodge any purchase money in their possession in a Deposit Account until
such time as the dispute is resolved as between the Vendor and Purchaser they both acknowledging to the Auctioneers that the
matter has been so resolved. It shall be the obligation of the Purchaser to pursue the resolution of the dispute and in default of
prosecution of same, the Auctioneer shall, on notice to the Purchaser, be at liberty to pay out to the Vendor any money that was
withheld on foot of the Purchaser’s complaint, and shall do so unless the Purchaser produces evidence to the Auctioneer that legal
proceedings have been commenced. In the event that a Vendor or Purchaser initiates legal proceedings, the Auctioneers shall be
bound by these Conditions of Sale and by any Order of Court in relation to the matter.
8.     COMMISSION AND AUCTION FEE:
On the sale of a Lot commission shall be paid to the auctioneer at the rate of 3% to be paid by the vendor and the rate of 7% of the
sale price to be paid by the purchaser. A similar charge will be made for any Lot disposed of between the date of publication of the
Catalogue and one week after the date of sale. Full commission is to be paid by the Vendor to the Auctioneers in respect of any Lot
returnable and/or returned.
V.A.T. will be charged on all purchasers except (1) The Purchaser is from an E.U. country and is registered for V.A.T. (V.A.T. number
must be given to Goresbridge Horse Sales); (2) The Purchaser is from a non-EU country. (Proof of shipment must be given to
Goresbridge Horse Sales).



Goresbridge Horse Sales
Goresbridge, Co. Kilkenny, Ireland R95 X2KE

Tel.: 059-9775145 (Outside Ireland + 353 59 9775145)
E-mail:  info@goresbridge.com      Website:  www.goresbridge.com

PSRA Licence No: 004629

Successful
Goresbridge
Graduates

Above:
COOLEY LANDS
(Placed 3rd Badminton CCI5*L 2019)

Right:
IVAR GOODEN

(Placed 8th Badminton CCI5*L 2019)

Above:      VANIR KAMIRA
(Winner Badminton CCI5*L 2019)


